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Computers and information technology 

have become part of our lives.  We can 

hardly function without them.  With 

various devices all around us, we have 

constant access to people and information.  

We can do everything from airport check-in 

to rebalancing our retirement portfolio by 

ourselves, electronically, and whenever it is 

convenient for us.

 So it is for colleges and universities.  

We are using information technologies 

to do more and more of the business of 

operating the institution.  We also are 

placing more capabilities in the hands 

of our students.  Students check their 

grades, register for classes, and schedule 

tutoring sessions online; they can report 

maintenance issues and receive refund 

checks electronically.  We use a variety of 

electronic means (email, Facebook, Twitter) 

to communicate with students, alumni, 

friends, and prospective students.

 In the pages that follow, you 

will read about the capabilities of our 

new Admissions website.  It truly goes 

beyond industry standards in terms of 

its capabilities to customize information 

for each applicant.  From a prospective 

student’s perspective, the amount of the 

college search process that can be done 

online is amazing. 

 So where is all of this going?  Some 

“techies” and futurists predict online 

universities will completely replace college 

campuses.  Other industry analysts suggest 

that the “business model” of a typical 

campus-based institution is not sustainable. 

 Yet here at Grand View, even as we 

roll out state-of-the-art technologies to 

help us and our students do a variety of 

things “online,” we also are building our 

next residence hall.  We’re planning for 

additional classroom space.  And we  

have our sights set on a new/expanded 

Student Center. 

 I maintain that we humans learn 

to use new tools all the time.  Tools and 

technological advances change the way 

we do things, but they do not change 

human nature.  When Alexander Graham 

Bell invented the telephone, we could visit 

friends without travelling to their physical 

location.  Yet the telephone did not make 

us any less social as human beings, nor did 

it reduce our desire to travel so we could 

be with other people.  On the contrary, the 

phones we have (now cellular) and the cars 

we drive simply make it easier for us to stay 

in touch with friends, family, and business 

colleagues. 

 The introduction of computers into 

the workplace prompted prognosticators 

at the time to suggest our workplaces 

would become paperless and that 
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Collaboration offers RN to 

BSN program at the hospital, 

increasing the number of 

registered nurses with a BSN.

GV campus and the metro 

community were inspired to 

think big and find connections 

to go after big dreams.

Technology is changing 

the way students 

search and make 

college selections.
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place when humans are together in the 

same place. 

 A line from our new Vision Statement, 

which points us in a direction for our 

future, sums it up best: “…we will blend 

the strengths of engaging and interactive 

in-class experiences with appropriate 

technologies to enrich learning and extend 

our reach.”  The line before that says we 

will, “preserve the virtues of independent, 

residential, church-related liberal arts 

education for future generations.”  That’s 

because we know the value of assembling 

a community of scholars and learners.  

And the line before that says we will, 

“afford this opportunity to all qualified 

students, including those who have been 

under-represented in college populations.”  

That requires us to use technologies in 

administrative areas to make us more 

efficient and effective so we can keep our 

costs down. 

 Visit us online!  But what you’ll find is 

the same Grand View that has existed here 

for generations.  And we are committed 

to making sure our core values and basic 

strengths are here for years to come.

office buildings could be much smaller, 

because the majority of employees would 

work remotely.  Neither of those things 

happened.

 Why then are we so willing to believe 

our university campuses will become ghost-

towns?  Learning is still a social enterprise.  

Growing and developing as a whole person 

(part of our mission) requires belonging 

to and interacting with a community.  The 

information technology tools we use can 

make certain tasks more efficient, more 

immediate, or perhaps more engaging.  

But the basics of what we do require 

human interaction. 

 Besides the investments we make 

in technology to improve administrative 

functions, we also invest in technologies 

that will improve learning.  And in some 

cases, these new tools make it possible 

for students to do some of their learning 

online and outside the traditional 

classroom.  Yet, plenty of the research 

in higher education suggests the best 

learning outcomes are achieved when 

these electronic methods of learning are 

blended with in-class experiences.  Few 

purely online courses produce the same 

or better learning outcomes.  And as for 

the development of relational, leadership, 

and social skills, the virtual worlds we’ve 

created have not replicated what takes 
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gV and iowa health join forces to meet Bsn initiatiVe

Grand View has a long history of 

collaborating with Iowa health  

Des moines for clinical arrangements 

and professional development for nurses. 

Iowa health Des moines approached 

Grand View about offering its blended 

RN to BSN program at the hospital, 

in order to support its nursing staff 

and the hospital mission to increase 

the number of registered nurses with 

the BSN credential.  Grand View has a 

longstanding nursing program, which 

currently offers – on GV’s main campus 

– the traditional BSN degree, an RN to 

BSN degree, and a graduate degree in 

Innovate Leadership with a track for the 

Clinical Nurse Leader.

 In November 2011, Iowa nursing 

educators and nursing administrators 

met at the Future of Nursing Summit in 

Des moines to discuss the impacts of the 

Institute of medicine’s report, The Future 

of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing 

by raCHelle mitCHell, maNager oF eVeNts aNd PubliCity

health.  This report recommends 

institutions and stakeholders remove 

barriers to encourage nurses to move 

from the RN level to completion of the 

BSN.  The Institute of medicine has 

challenged the nursing profession to 

move the profession to 80% of nurses 

holding a BSN or higher level of education 

by 2020.  In Iowa, this is a lofty goal 

because only 40% of the 46,000 active 

registered nurses hold a BSN or higher 

(Iowa Nursing Workforce: Relevant Facts, 

Iowa Board of Nursing, June 2010).  

 At the Future of Nursing Summit, 

participants decided to support the goal 

of 80% of nurses in Iowa holding a BSN 

by 2020.  each hospital was responsible 

for how they would meet the initiative.  

For Iowa health Des moines, it meant 

reducing the barriers to achieve a BSN 

by offering an RN to BSN program on 

site.  Currently, Iowa health Des moines 

employs approximately 1,500 RNs, many 

whom have not earned the BSN.  

 Cherry Shogren, director of Clinical 

professional Development at Iowa health, 

is enthusiastic about continuing the 

relationship with Grand View.   

 “We’ve done a variety of things with 

Grand View, including having academic 

clinical professors being our front-line 

staff supporting our conversations.  

There’s a long history with Grand View; 

this new collaboration is so exciting 

because it allows us to utilize a program 

that Grand View’s established in a way 

that adds meaning to our staff, and 

professional growth opportunity to 

really set their future to take leadership 

roles in nursing and improve our patient 

outcomes,” Shogren said.

 Research shows that having more 

bachelors’ prepared nurses providing 

patient care positively impacts patient 

outcomes and reduces patient mortality.  

 Dr. Debra Franzen, head of the 

one of the newest clubs on campus, stand Up 
2 Cancer (sU2C), hosted a walk-a-thon event 
thursday, september 13, with 33 participants 
who walked or ran more than 450 laps.  GV 
national chapter of sU2C raised $1,197, 
exceeding their goal.  Global Vision Week, 
september 17-20, engaged the GV community 
in sharing perspectives and developing a better 
understanding of the self, others and our 
relationship to the world.  highlights included 
a poverty simulation and keynote address by 
J. Barry Griswell, retired Ceo and Chairman 
of the Board of the principal Financial Group.  
more than 200 students, faculty and staff 
helped package 51,192 meals during the meals 
from the heartland event.  For the third year, 
Grand View welcomed Danish students from 
Vejle Business College to campus the week 

gV fall eVents

of september 25.  twenty-four students spent time visiting GV 
classrooms, giving a presentation about their country, and touring 
the Des moines area.  Faculty, staff, and GV friends hosted two or 
more of the Danish students for the week in their homes.  
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Three students majoring in health 

promotion passed the Certified health 

education Specialist (CheS) examination, 

a national competency-based exam, 

in April: Katelyn Keimig ’12, Jennifer 

hartwig ’12 and Jessica Ashenfelter ’12.  

One area greatly emphasized in the CheS 

is the understanding of cultural norms 

with the focus on health behaviors and 

prevention.  Individuals who have this 

certification set themselves apart from 

those who do not.

  In order to sit for this examination, 

students must prove they have graduated 

and taken courses in program planning, 

behavior change principles, health 

promotion, and community health 

education.  The mission of National 

Commission for health education 

Credentialing, Inc. (NCheC) is to enhance 

the professional practice of health 

education by promoting and sustaining 

a credentialed body of health education 

specialists.  To meet this mission, NCheC 

certifies health education specialists, 

promotes professional development, and 

strengthens professional preparation and 

practice.

 With the CheS designation, Keimig, 

hartwig and Ashenfelter can help 

individuals and communities improve their 

health by encouraging behaviors that 

promote positive health.  They will be 

required to set up informational programs 

on exercise, nutrition and disease.  

health Promotion 
students receiVe 
certification

by laCie sibley ’07, editor

division of nursing and professor of 

nursing at Grand View, is excited about 

the opportunity to work with Iowa 

health. “This is something that we in the 

nursing profession have been working on 

for decades.  I am so pleased that  

we have been able to collaborate with 

our practice partner, Iowa health  

Des moines, to address the need to help 

reduce barriers for nurses wishing to 

continue their education to obtain 

a BSN.  This is such an important 

initiative that will positively impact 

patient outcomes.”  

photo: Jim heemstra

Go online to learn 

more about the 

collaboration between 

GV and Iowa Health.

photos: sUBmitteD and LaCie siBLey ’07

Go online to learn more 

about fall events held on 

Grand View’s campus.



Clockwise from top: participant responds to a big dream 
stating she has a connection to accomplishing the 
dream; GV campus and metro community members 
participate in the Big Dream Gathering hosted in the 
fieldhouse on the GV campus september 25; students 
think about and write out their big dreams hoping 
for connections to reach their goals; the Big Dream 
Gathering co-founder, mitch matthews, explains how 
the BDG started and inspires participants to think  and 
dream big.
photos: sUBmitteD
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The Big Dream Gathering (BDG) was born 

in a husband and wife’s house after they 

hosted a party where they encouraged 

attendees to write down their dreams and 

post them on the walls of their home.  

Then everyone wandered through the 

house reading other dreams to see if 

they could help someone else with their 

big dream.  The party, which was only 

supposed to last one evening, lasted an 

entire week!  Word spread and soon 

people began calling to see if they could 

post their dreams; complete strangers 

knocked on the door to post their dreams 

and read others.  And since then the Big 

Dream Gathering has continued to grow.

 Grand View hosted The Big Dream 

Gathering September 

25.  Students, 

faculty, staff and the 

community were invited 

to be inspired, to think 

about big dreams 

and goals in life…and 

then hopefully find a 

connection and the 

courage to go after 

their dreams.

 Co-founder mitch 

matthews kicked off 

the event with an 

inspirational talk about how the BDG got 

started and some of the incredible dreams 

that have been launched because of it.  

he walked attendees through the logistics 

of how the BDG works.  Afterwards, the 

audience was dismissed to “dream big” 

and connect with others in the room. 

 After the event, one student 

commented, “my dream is to intern 

abroad for nursing or in an oncology 

unit.  Someone wrote on my paper that 

they have connections for me at the John 

Stoddard Cancer Center in Des moines!  I 

couldn’t be happier!  Thank you so much 

for bringing this event to campus and 

helping dreams come true.”

 Another student said, “my dream is 

to work for pixar Animation.  Someone 

wrote on my dream sheet that they have 

a strong connection with someone who 

works for Dreamworks and has strong ties 

to pixar.  We have since connected and are 

close to making my dream come true!”  



gV FaCulty art exHibitioN 

Now – January 11 

The prairie meadows Gallery 

Rasmussen Center

NursiNg PiNNiNg CeremoNy 

December 14, 6:30 p.m. 

St. John’s Lutheran Church

seNior studeNt art exHibitioN 

January 14 – February 22 

The prairie meadows Gallery 

Rasmussen Center

martiN lutHer KiNg, Jr. 

CelebratioN 

January 21, 12:30 p.m. 

Viking Theatre, Student Center

NielseN CoNCert series: 

CHesNut brass ComPaNy 

January 21, 7:30 p.m. 

Viking Theatre, Student Center

multiCultural Fair 

February 20, 11:30 a.m. 

Student Center

tHeatre ProduCtioN: 

sHe stooPs to CoNquer 

February 21, 22 & 23, 7:30 p.m. 

February 24, 2 p.m. 

Viking Theatre, Student Center 

Call 515-263-2991 to reserve tickets.

NaNCy marrow 

February 25 – April 5 

The prairie meadows Gallery 

Rasmussen Center

raCheL eVans ’12, amy KaraiDos ’12, 

and GiGi WiLWerDinG ’12, Clinical Nurse 

Leader graduate students, passed the 

Clinical Nurse Leader (CNL) certification 

examination.  CNL certification is based 

on a national standard of requisite 

knowledge and experiences.  

maimUna Jatta ’16, FatoUmata 

Jammeh ’16, and eBrima JaBanG ’16, 

international students from Gambia, 

passed the NCLeX the first time and have 

been admitted to the RN to BSN program. 

Nursing students Kim roLLins ’13, 

marina annear ’13, Carrie 

pettenGiLL ’13, anthony  

CaLVaChe ’13, hiLLary meyers ’13, 

KeLLey (JessniG) hoWeLL ’13, 

stephanie (FayeGhi)  

miLtenBerGer ’13, teD Bernton ’13, 

ashton Vonhamme ’13, tayLor 

meisGier ’13, Katrisha heiDeman ’13,

Back row from left: Cyndi Wiley, assistant 
professor of art and design; Dr. sarah miller 
Boelts, assistant professor of spanish; Joy  
Brandt, associate director of student success, 
academic support and disability services;  
Dr. matthew moore, assistant professor of 
sociology; Dr. Jinwook Chung, assistant professor 
of business administration; Dr. michael Lyons, 
assistant professor of biology. Front row 
from left: rachel merrill schwaller, assistant 
professor of art and design; Dr. Bryan mcQuide, 
assistant professor of political studies; James 
ewald, assistant professor of art and design; 
michelle Lahner, assistant professor of nursing; 
Dr. shannon Juergens, assistant professor of 
business administration.

BranDi (ZiDLiCKy) rahto ’13, and 

LaUren BoWKer ’13 participated in 

summer nursing internships at VALOR in 

Des moines, St. Luke’s in Cedar Rapids, 

mary Greeley medical Center in Ames, 

and locations in Seattle and St. Louis. 

photography students received awards  

at the Iowa State Fair: LinDsey  

trettin ’15 placed third in the uSA 

places color class; KeLsey maGGarD ’16 

received honorable mention in the 

Iowa Churches color class; trettin, 

maGGarD and JessiCa BreWBaKer-

hiLLs ’12 had three photographs 

selected for exhibition; and tiFFany 

hoLtGraVes ’14, nataLie smith ’14 

and eLLie WaLter ’14 had single entries. 

phi Beta Lambda (pBL) Business Club 

members DoUG GooDWin ’12, staCey 

KrULL ’16, aDe rosya ’14, and DyLan 

VerhoeF ’15 attended pBL Fall Iowa 

Leadership Conference in Dubuque.   

2012 New Full-time FaCulty aNd 
aCademiC admiNistratiVe staFF

monday, january 21 • 7:30 p.m.

student center Viking theatre 
www.chestnutbrass.com

free admission
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Dr. Greta DeGan, associate professor 

of nursing, was appointed as the Joppa 

Outreach program director for homeless 

outreach.

KarLy GooD, instructional technology 

specialist, was appointed to the Iowa 

Distance Learning Association Board, a 

network of distance learning professionals.  

Dr. LinDsay GroW, assistant professor 

of education, presented at the Iowa 

Reading Conference, in conjunction with 

current and former GV students: Carla 
Rivas, Cassidy Winslow, Jesse Bonnette, 
Kyrstin Shelley, Krys Melton, and 

Nicolette Jenkins.

by laCie sibley ’07, editor

learning By doing

Confucius said: I hear and I forget.  I see 

and I remember.  I do and I understand.  

This is the theory Dr. Zeb Sullivan, 

assistant professor of health and physical 

education, incorporates into his exercise 

physiology course.

 “I learn by doing and I had many 

great mentors going through school,” 

Sullivan said.  “I’m just trying to pay 

it back for my students.  I encourage 

them and work to get them excited 

about bigger things to maximize their 

potential.”

 The health promotion department 

recently acquired a new piece of 

equipment, a metabolic cart, which 

will aid in student learning and engage 

students in hands-on experiences.  

The body requires oxygen for energy 

production and the metabolic cart 

measures the amount of gas exchange 

the body takes in and expels in order to 

produce energy.

 “The best measure of cardiovascular 

fitness is the maximum amount of 

oxygen the body can consume,” Sullivan 

Dr. ZeB sULLiVan
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Diane sChaeFer Johnson, director 

of admissions, serves on the Des moines 

Area Community College urban Campus 

Advisory Committee.  

reV. Dr. Ken Jones, professor of 

philosophy and religion, presented a 

week of lectures titled, The Lutheran 

Toolkit, at Outlaw Ranch in South Dakota, 

a camp of the evangelical Lutheran 

Church in America.  Jones and reV. Dr. 

marK mattes, professor of philosophy 

and religion, attended the International 

Luther Congress in helsinki, Finland.  

mattes delivered a plenary address titled, 

Luther’s use of philosophy, which will be 

published in the Lutherjahrbuch in 2013.  

mattes gave a lecture at the Luther 

Academy in Gemany in September on the 

topic of Luther on Faith and Reason.

Dr. Jean LoGan, professor of nursing, 

had an article published in the October 

issue of the Journal of Transcultural 

Nursing titled, A Reunion.

Dr. John LyDen has an article titled, 

Whose Film Is It, Anyway? Canonicity and 

Authority in Star Wars Fandom, published 

in the Fall 2012 issue of the Journal of the 

American Academy of Religion.  

explained.  “people with an extremely 

effective heart-pumping system can 

consume a lot of oxygen, which means 

their heart is pretty healthy.  And why is 

that important?  Because the number one 

killer in the united States is cardiovascular 

disease.  people with higher maximum 

oxygen consumption, on average, live 

longer and are less likely to die from 

cardiovascular disease.”

 The new metabolic cart is comprised 

of a computer, monitor, breathing mask 

and tubes, as well as a cycle ergometer (a 

stationary bike).  A subject wears a heart 

monitor and the breathing mask, which 

are connected to the computer system, 

while cycling on the stationary bike.  The 

system measures the intake of oxygen 

and the output of carbon dioxide.

 “Students can learn several things 

from this machine,” Sullivan said.  “It 

will tell them how good a pump the 

subject’s heart is, look at the effects of 

dietary modifications, measure ventilation 

– how much air moves in and out of the 

lungs, nose and mouth – and overall 

cardiovascular fitness.”

 The metabolic cart looks at the 

effects of exercise intensity and the 

respiratory exchange ratio in order to 

determine if the body is using carbs or 

fats to produce energy during exercise.  

At higher intensity exercises, the body 

utilizes a higher percentage of energy 

from carbs, versus lower intensity 

exercises when the body uses a higher 

percentage of energy from fats.  however, 

when looking at overall fat oxidation (the 

consumption of fat molecules), the total 

fat oxidation is actually greater during 

higher intensity exercises – so the total 

energy expelled from fat is higher at 



students use GV’s 
new metabolic cart 
to measure energy 
production in the body. 
photo: Jim heemstra 
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Dr. matt pLoWman, associate 

professor of history, will have an article 

titled, The British Intelligence Station in 

San Francisco during the First World War, 

published in the Journal of Intelligence 

history in January 2013.  he also had a 

paper titled, enemies at the Golden Gate: 

The pacific Theatre of Anglo-German 

Intelligence inside Indo-Irish Nationalism 

during World War I, accepted for the 

International Conference: perspectives on 

the Great War/Ruckblick auf den ersten 

Weltkrieg, Queen mary-university of 

London, in August 2014, in London.

Dr. ChaD W. timm, assistant professor 

of education, gave a presentation at the 

Great Lakes Regional Conference for the 

Social Studies in Des moines October 2, 

titled: Teaching Chronological Thinking: 

The Colorado Coal Strike of 1914.

aDam VoiGts, vice president for 

administration and finance, was 

appointed by Governor Brandstad to 

represent private higher education 

institutions in Iowa on the board of Iowa 

Student Loan Liquidity Corporation.  

CynDi WiLey, assistant professor of 

art & design, is the first author on a 

paper titled, promoting Intergenerational 

higher intensities.

 Sullivan also has plans for students to 

conduct a lab that focuses on the effects 

of dietary supplements that allegedly 

stimulate fat loss.  They will look for the 

placebo effect in order to determine if the 

supplements truly do work.  

 “Students are very excited about 

this equipment,” Sullivan said.  “For the 

majority of them, this will be their first 

experience with such equipment.  They 

will have several ways to measure how 

good a pump a subject’s heart is through 

field tests, running performance, and the 

metabolic cart.  When you are actively 

doing something, you’re learning and 

more likely to get more out of the activity.  

This cart will aide in that.”

 Students will also conduct an active 

research project.  They will decipher a 

problem, look at the background and 

Collaborations through a Virtual 

Community Garden Application 

Design, submitted to the Association 

for educational Communications and 

Technology that will be a roundtable 

design and development discussion.  

Dr. aLeC Zama, assistant professor 

of business administration, presented 

a paper at the the midwest Academy 

of management Conference (mAm) in 

Chicago, Ill., October 5, titled: Impact 

of high-CSe CeO on Top management 

Team Composition and Size.  he has been 

a reviewer and presenter at mAm since 

2009.  

what has been discovered so far, and then 

formulate a hypothesis.  They will test 

it, compose a research paper, similar to 

a journal article, and present their data, 

indicating if their hypothesis was accepted 

or rejected.

 “my overall goal for my students is 

for them to understand why the body 

uses oxygen and the metabolism of 

exercise.  I hope they will develop an 

understanding of stress response and 

how exercise is a stressor.  The metabolic 

cart is a great piece of equipment that 

will engage students and hopefully pique 

their interests even more in the health 

sciences,” Sullivan said.  
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No matter when you began the process of selecting a college – whether it 

was thirty years ago or even just a few years back – chances are the whole 

process is a lot different today than it was for you.  Much of that change is 

being driven by changes in technology, but there are other factors as well.  

It is a new world, and one that can be especially confusing for the parent or 

other family member who goes along for the ride.  By the same token, it’s 

also exciting and energizing for students and colleges!

by Carol bamFord, ViCe PresideNt For marKetiNg

colleGe 
selection

The new world of

photo: Jim heemstra



Are we there yet?
 Choosing a college is a process that begins 

much earlier that it did in days gone by, often as 

early as middle school or junior high, but certainly by 

the sophomore year in high school.  Young students 

don’t necessarily start thinking specifically about 

which college they’d like to attend, but they often 

begin to consider whether college is the right choice 

for them at all.  Some are exposed to online or  

in-class programs in middle school that can help 

them start thinking about college and assessing 

their own desire and capacity to attend.  many start 

the process without even knowing it by going to 

camps, clinics and other summer activities on college 

campuses.

 At Grand View, we typically begin the recruiting 

process during a student’s sophomore year, with 

newsletters and other print or email communication 

designed to introduce them to Grand View as they 

begin to think about college.

Defining the consideration set
 Not so long ago, future college students may 

have had an easier time figuring out what colleges to 

consider.  They often defaulted to 

looking at state schools, nearby 

private colleges, schools affiliated 

with their church,  and local 

community colleges – the schools 

they became aware of through 

family, friends and teachers or 

guidance counselors.  The internet 

has changed that in a big way.

College selection sites
 There are dozens of sites 

that purport to help students 

learn about and select a college.  

Nearly all of them are free to the student; most 

are supported by fees that schools pay for their 

“profiles” and by college or corporate advertising.  

most colleges and universities know which sites are 

reputable, but students can be at the mercy of an 

indiscriminant internet search, stumbling on sites with 

outdated and inaccurate information or on those that 

promote only for-profit online higher education.

 Among the large, reputable college search  

sites are www.collegeboard.com, which is sponsored 

by The College Board, creator of the SAT exam;  

www.collegeview.com and www.collegeconfidential.com, 

both sponsored by hobson’s; www.collegeXpress.com, 

sponsored by Alloy education, and www.petersons.com, 

from the publisher of a respected college directory.  

There are many other players, with the “top tier” 

consisting of about seven sites.

 So what can students do on a college selection 

site?  Just about anything you could imagine!  For 

starters, they can input a series of parameters 

and find all the schools in the u.S. that fit those 

parameters.  For instance, a student might specify a 

set of parameters related to size, geographic location, 

school type (public/private), a particular academic 

offering, a particular athletic offering, and so on.  

That kind of search can give a student an initial 

“consideration set” with which to work.  Drilling 

down into the details of each school, students will 

find a wealth of information, and most of the sites 

allow students to contact a school directly from the 

site to receive additional information.

 From a college’s perspective, investment in 

listings and advertising on college selection sites can 

pay off in the leads the sites return to the colleges.  

Some sites offer more sophisticated capabilities, such 

as re-targeting (advertising that follows students on 

the internet once they leave the site) and emailing 

directly from the site to targeted populations who 

have expressed an interest in a school.

College search sites

www.collegeboard.com

www.collegeview.com

www.collegeconfidential.com

www.collegeXpress.com

www.petersons.com
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Virtual college fairs
 Among the newest ways future students begin 

to develop their consideration set is the virtual 

college fair.  Grand View was an early participant 

in CollegeWeekLive, which began offering virtual 

college fairs about four years ago.  Their virtual 

environment looks like a convention hall, with virtual 

booths much like those you’d see at any trade show.  

Students can visit booths, text-chat in real time with 

admissions representatives, sit in on live streaming 

video presentations, chat by video with a school’s 

current students, watch pre-prepared videos, and 

download information of all kinds.

 Grand View participates in nearly a dozen 

CollegeWeekLive events each year and hosts two 

private open houses during the academic year, 

where we have five booths and offer several live 

presentations.  Attendance at our virtual open 

houses has been brisk – several hundred students 

each time – and growing each year.  Through 

CollegeWeekLive we’re able to reach out to 

international students we wouldn’t otherwise have 

contact with and also recruit more heavily outside of 

the midwest.  CollegeWeekLive continues to expand 

its offerings, with some now specifically targeted to 

certain ethnic groups.

 But students continue to attend old fashioned 

college fairs in person, too.  Our admissions 

team travels to cities and towns in the midwest, 

particularly Iowa, for about 50 college fairs each 

year, because there’s just no substitute for personal 

contact.

Outreach in an electronic world
 email has become a consistent method of 

outreach to prospective students, and for some 

students, an email may be their 

first contact from a school.  

emails are increasingly graphic 

and sophisticated, with links 

to the college website, videos, 

and documents that can be 

downloaded.  The use of 

smart phones makes email a 

more complex endeavor, as 

schools work to make their 

emails accessible over an 

expanding variety of devices 

and platforms.  

 What about social 

media?  YouTube has become a staple for colleges 

and universities, with most of them having multiple 

YouTube channels where they can showcase all 

kinds of campus activities and recruiting messages.  

And then there’s Facebook.  While most schools 

are still struggling to figure out how social media 

fit into their recruiting strategies, all of them 

have at least one admissions Facebook site where 

prospective students can find out about campus 

events, interact with admissions counselors and find 

other prospective students who are interested in the 

school.

 Some colleges are also beginning to use Twitter 

and text messaging for recruiting, but like Facebook, 

their effectiveness is an open question right 

now.  They do seem useful when used by coaches 

recruiting athletes or other narrower populations.  

Grand View, like most universities, continues to use 

print publications sent by mail, usually in concert 

with email outreach.  One of the reasons we stay 

with print is that it is often seen by parents, who will 

then encourage their student to review it.

 A college or university’s website is likely to be a 

above left:  
a screenshot of  
Grand View’s 
CollegeWeekLive 
convention hall. 
a view of Grand View’s 
online athletic booth.



significant factor in a student’s college investigation.  

It is there that students and families find the 

information they need about academic programs, 

athletics, clubs and organizations, residential and 

campus life – and all the other factors that are 

important to a student.

Narrowing the choice
 Regardless of how a student has defined the 

consideration set, at some point the narrowing of 

choices has to happen.  Some students have a small 

set of schools they’re considering, while others may 

have as many as ten…or more.  It is at this stage of 

the process that two things become paramount: the 

school’s website and personal contact.

Websites on steroids
 higher education websites have become 

massive and complex – often with a thousand or 

more pages –  and designed to serve a variety of 

divergent constituencies, from prospective students 

to employers to families and other visitors.  In order 

to provide what prospective students need, many 

colleges and universities have created separate 

admissions websites with increasingly more 

sophisticated features.

 In early October, Grand View launched a new 

admissions website with creative and technologically 

advanced capabilities that are designed to provide  

a very personal and engaging experience for  

future students.  The site interacts directly with 

Below: screen shots  
from several pages of
admissions.grandview.edu.
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Grand View’s recruiting system, pulling information 

about prospective students from a database that 

stores data students have given us, such as what 

academic and athletic programs they’re interested in.

 The site operates on a puRL (personal uRL) 

that is given to each prospective student.  When 

a student enters the site with a puRL, customized 

features are displayed based on the student’s 

interests.  For instance, a student who is interested 

in art & design will be presented with academic 

information about art & design, a video about the art 

& design department, photos of various studios and 

exhibits, and other specifics related to art.

 Once a student has applied online, the site 

will track the progress of the student’s application, 

showing what materials Grand View has received 

(for instance ACT scores) and what materials we still 

need in order to process the application (for instance, 

a high school transcript).  Students can learn of their 

acceptance right on the site.

 As students move through the application 

process, they gain access to new interactive features 

that are designed to engage them and begin to build 

community.  For example, students who’ve applied 

can see a real-time demographic breakdown of 

others who’ve applied – where they’re from, their 

ethnicity, gender, and so on.  Accepted students 

can participate in a class motto contest by 

“writing” their motto suggestion on The 

Rock, and then vote for the winning motto.  

And they can join their GV class Facebook 

page directly from the site, posting a 

“badge” of their acceptance to GV.

 One of the primary engagement 

features on the site is the “site guide,” an 

avatar who speaks to visiting students and 

helps guide them through the process of finding 

information, scheduling a campus visit, applying 

online and providing us with information.  There 

are three site guides – Viktor the Viking, Bud the 

Bird, and Diane Johnson, our director of admissions.  

While the guides are designed to be interactive and 

helpful, they are also an introduction to Grand View 

traditions and imagery, as is the motto contest on 

the Rock. 

Confirming the choice
 Once a student has narrowed his or her choice, 

the college website can be a defining factor in 

which schools a student applies to.  (Virtually all 

applications are now done online, through the 

website.)  But it is still the in-person campus visit that 

seals the deal.  While students can get a good feel 

for the characteristics of 

a campus from literature, 

emails, college fairs 

(virtual or otherwise) and 

the website, there’s just 

no substitute for being 

on campus, meeting 

faculty and other 

students, attending 

a football game or 

participating in a  

hands-on action day.  

 At some point, the 

virtual world gives way 

to the real one in which 

a student will live every 

day, and the decision 

is made based on which school 

just “feels right.”    

site guides, avatars who 
speak to visiting students 
on the admissions website, 
include Viktor the Viking, 
Bud the Bird and Diane 
Johnson, director of 
admissions.

Campus visits still remain 
an important part of the 
final college selection. 
photo: Jim heemstra
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obsie Birru 
 photo: ritCh FUhrer, DiGitaL DesiGns & photoGraphy

Senior goalkeeper 

Katie Zenz was 

selected as the NAIA 

National Defensive 

player of the Week 

for women’s soccer 

October 3.  She is 

the first GV athlete 

to receive national 

recognition this year. 

 Zenz was 

recognized for her 

performances the 

week of September 

24 during which she 

posted back-to-back 

shutouts for the fourth 

time in her career, with clean sheets against NCAA Division III Central (Iowa) September 25 

and St. Ambrose (Iowa) September 29.  The mCC Women’s Soccer Defensive player of the 

Week combined to make 13 saves for the week, including a second half penalty kick stop 

to maintain the Vikings 1-0 win over St. Ambrose. 

 For the year, Zenz owned a 11-8-1 record, .99 goals against average, and .779 save 

percentage.  

sPorts artiCles by molly browN,

direCtor oF atHletiC media aNd game oPeratioNs

Former GV National Cross Country and Track & Field 

Champion Obsie Birru ’12 is currently living and training in 

the houston area under Dan Green’s Team Green Running.  

The Johnston native moved to Texas to train as part of 

Green’s Adidas-sponsored team.  She won the seventh 

annual memorial hermann Ten for Texas October 13.  Birru 

led from wire-to-wire to win the 10-mile race in one hour 

and 21 seconds.  She opened a 59-second lead at mile four 

and maintained a steady six-minute pace per mile.

 Team Green Running is prepping for the uSA Track 

and Field’s National Club Cross Country Championships, 

which will be December 8 in Lexington, Ky.  

In June, the NAIA 

announced that  

Grand View, the Greater 

Des moines Convention 

and Visitors Bureau, and 

Des moines Area Sports 

Commission would serve 

as hosts for the 2013 

NAIA Wrestling National 

Championships.  The 

one-year agreement states that the 

Jacobson exhibition Center at the Iowa 

State Fairgrounds will host the event. 

 “The NAIA is excited to extend its 

host partnership with the Greater  

Des moines CVB, Sports Commission 

and Grand View for the NAIA Wrestling 

National Championships,” Jim Carr, 

NAIA president and CeO, said.   

“Des moines organized a terrific and 

memorable event its first year and 

should be commended for their efforts.  

With the proud and storied tradition 

of wrestling in the state of Iowa, I have 

no doubt that they will repeat that 

experience.”

 The state of Iowa has hosted seven 

Wrestling National Championships,  

all taking place in Sioux City or  

Des moines.

 The Championships consist of 

ten individual weight classes with four 

sessions during the two-day span.  

Wrestlers qualify for the Championships 

by placing in the top four in their 

weight class at one of the four 

qualifying group tournaments or as an 

at-large selection out of their qualifying 

group. 

 In the 55-year history of the event, 

there have been 19 programs that have 

taken home the team title, including 

Grand View’s 2012 Championship.  

gV hosts 2013 
naia wrestling 
chamPionshiPs

ZenZ earns national recognition

Katie Zenz, senior goalkeeper, was selected as the naia national Defensive 
player of the Week for women’s soccer october 3.   photo: DoUG WeLLs

former all-american runner 
Birru running Professionally; 
sPonsored By adidas 



cross country: men
n Three top-four team finishes.

n personal records set by every team 

member this season.

n Justin Welsh placed 7th to earn  

All-Conference honors and qualify for 

nationals.

n Team fourth at mCC Championships.

cross country: 
women 

n Won Graceland Yellowjacket Classic 

and five top-five finishes.

n Kelsey Carbajo runner-up at 

Yellowjacket Classic.

n Team turned in top-ten fastest team 

times in program history twice.

n Carbajo placed 5th at mCC 

Championships to earn All-Conference 

honors and qualify for nationals.

n Team third at mCC Championships.

football
n Ranked NAIA Top 25 every week in 

2012, as high as No. 9.

n Brady Roland, Ben hurley, Jon higgins 

mSFA midwest player of the Week 

honors.

n Double overtime upset No. 9  

St. Ambrose when ranked No. 18.

n 8-3 overall in 2012 and 5-1 in mSFA 

midwest for second straight conference 

title.

n Named to mSFA midwest First Team: 

marc Osborn, presley Godson, higgins, 

Dudley Bickham, Jessie Rayford, 

Jason Gladfelder, Josh moncivais; 

Second Team: Roland, Shane pudenz; 

Honorable Mention: Taylor Goebel, 

hurley, Ostin James, Cody Redmond, 

Derek Nightser, Terrell Lloyd.

n Tom Barnabo mSFA midwest Assistant 

Coach of Year.

golf: women
n Runner-up at Viking Classic and third at 

park Invitational.

n Kenzie Rottinghaus medalist at Viking 

Classic and mount mercy Invitational; 

All-Tourney Team at Wartburg 

Invitational. 

n Rottinghaus mCC player of the Week 

four times.

golf: men
n Won three meets: Wayland Baptist 

peaks, Iowa Intercollegiate, Viterbo 

Ronnie eastman Classic.

n mike Slavin, Tyler Smith, David Walter 

mCC Golfer of the Week honors.

n Ranked No. 12 in Nike/Golf World poll.

n Ranked No. 16 in NAIA preseason Top 

25 poll.

soccer: men 
n Ranked in NAIA Top 25 for several 

weeks.

n Won mCC regular season title with  

4-0-2 record.

n Conor Thomas (three times), David 

mascicza, Noel medina (twice) mCC 

player of the Week.

n earned top seed for mCC Tourney.

n  Won mCC Tournament 

to earn automatic bid to 

nationals. 

n  Vikings make eighth 

NAIA Championship 

appearance against 

Science and Arts of 

Oklahoma.

n  Ryan Adamson, medina,
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Thomas, Gustavo Soares, Ross 

Alexander, mascicza named to mCC 

First Team.

n Adamson mCC player of Year; Blair 

Reid mCC Coach of Year.

soccer: women 
n Received votes in national rankings 

several weeks.

n Finished second in mCC with 5-1 

record.

n Advanced to mCC Tournament 

championship.

n meghan mcCoy, Katie Zenz  

mCC player of the Week.

n Zenz NAIA National player of the Week.

n Rebecca Berry, Deb Jenkins, Jordyn 

Thompson, Zenz named to mCC First 

Team; mcCoy and Alecia Werner voted 

to honorable mention Team.

Volleyball: women
n Ranked in NAIA Top 25 every week, as 

high as No. 7.

n Won second straight mCC title with 

5-1 record.

n earned top seed for mCC Tourney.

n Iwa Belisario (four times), Kadie 

Subbert, paige harris, Devon Jensen 

mCC player of the Week.

n Career milestones this season by Jensen 

(2,500 kills, 2,000 digs) and harris 

(1,000 assists).

n Jensen, Subbert, Kelley Johnson named 

to mCC First Team; Belisario and harris 

to honorable mention Team.

n Johnson voted mCC Newcomer  

of the Year.

n Received at-large bid to NAIA 

Championships; second straight 

national tournament appearance 

against Lindsey Wilson (Ky.).  

Kadie subbert was named  
mCC First team.    

photo: DoUG WeLLs

ryan adamson was named mCC player  
of the year.    photo: DoUG WeLLs
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1952
marie a. (anDersen ’52) hoVLanD 

relocated to Red Lodge, mont., and is 

helping her daughter and son-in-law run 

a motel.

1968 
sanDra (GerinGer ’68) miLLer retired 

from midwest Cancer Screening as a 

cytotechnologist.  She and her husband, 

harold, reside in Springfield, mo.

1982
CraiG miLLer ’82 resides in Fort Dodge, 

Iowa.

1983 
Dan Jones ’83 was promoted to 

program director of KVFD-Am (Am 1400) 

at Three eagles Communications in  

Fort Dodge. 

1985 
Karen BraDLey BUeChLer ’85 earned 

her master of public health degree from 

the university of Iowa College of public 

health in may.  She is a community 

health consultant with the State of Iowa 

Department of public health.

1987
miCheLLe K. Wimmer-sanDers ’87 

is a merchandiser for Advantage Sales 

and marketing and for premium Retail 

Services in mason City, Iowa.

1988 

marLa De JonG ’88 was inducted as 

a Fellow in the American Academy of 

Nursing (AAN) in October during the 

Academy’s 39th Annual meeting and 

Conference in Washington, DC.

1994  
BUrton poWLey ’94 received the Caring 

Coach Award 2012.  he coaches figure 

skating at the Coral Ridge Ice Arena in 

Coralville, Iowa, and the metro Ice Sports 

Facility in urbandale, Iowa.  The recipient 

is nominated by athletes and parents. 

Being a National Alumni Council 

member has given me the opportunity 

to share my GV story and a sense of 

belonging within the GV alumni family.  

I have been blessed in many ways 

but more specifically, within the past 

five years.  I was offered a scholarship 

to participate on the dance team.  I 

discovered my career path which led 

me to where I am today – a full-time 

exercise specialist at a corporate 

wellness center.  And I met an All-

Conference baseball pitcher and we are 

engaged!  Grand View supported and 

encouraged our relationship without 

even knowing it.  We owe our future 

together to GV and will be forever 

grateful.  We are proud supporters of 

our alma mater and encourage you to 

do the same.  Contact Katie Ostrem at 

515-263-2957 to learn more.  We hope 

to see you at the next alumni event!

    – nicole wells ’11

the alumni relations and advancement offices are excited to introduce 

the 2012-2013 gV united student leadership team, bridging the gap 

between alumni and current students.  our students come from iowa 

and across the country, even as far as england, and they look forward 

to learning more about gV from our alumni.  Be sure to look for them at 

upcoming alumni events and ask them what’s new on campus! 

you can help support these students and others who were just like you 

with a gift to the grand View fund.  with your support, current students 

will continue to have a quality education and first-class experience on 

campus.

to learn more or donate online, Visit GiVinG.GrandView.edU

continued 

>>>



From top: Runners in the annual Viking 5k; Viktor runs with children participants in the Viking Kid Trot; visitors take part in the tailgate at Williams Stadium; alumni and friends participate in tailgate activities including lunch, face painting, jump houses, lawn games and more; the Vikings take on and defeat Waldorf in a 57-0 win. Photos by: Douglas Appleby and Doug Wells

Look online for more 

Homecoming 2012 

photos and videos.
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2009 
Lisa DaVey ’09 

married Timothy 

hanrahan June 2.

anDreW DaVis ’09 

married niCoLe 

mason ’10 may 6.  

The couple resides 

in West Des moines, 

Iowa.

anGeLa t. 

Johnston ’09 

married JorGe 

a. paDiLLa ’09 

September 3, 2011.  

Angela is a senior 

graphic designer at 

Flynn Wright, and Jorge is an assistant 

store manager at Wells Fargo Bank.  The 

couple resides in Ankeny, Iowa.

2010 
Brent BorCharDt ’10 graduated from 

Drake university with a master’s of public 

Administration in August.

2011 
ashLey (rUBes ’11) LaWson is a 

graphic designer for penton media.   

She married Richard Lawson September 

17, 2011, and the couple resides in 

Kansas City, mo.

2012 
niCoLe BarreCa ’12 is employed by the 

World Food prize.

thomas p. LopeZ ’12 

married JUstina r. 

maZZa ’11 July 14, in 

Des moines. Thomas 

is preparing to start 

physician’s assistant 

school, and Justina 

is a pediatric oncology nurse at Blank 

Children’s hospital.

mattheW QUiCK ’12 is a registered 

representative and investment advisor at 

AXA Advisors, LLC.

CoUrtney toWnsenD ’12 is a finalist in 

photographer’s Forum magazine “Best of 

photography 2012” out of 12,000 entries.

1997  
samantha (Kinney ’97) CoLe was 

accepted into the Adult Nurse practitioner 

program at east Carolina university.  She 

and her husband, Neal, reside in Wake 

Forest, N.C. 

1999 
Brian hoUGh ’99 is an academic advisor 

at North Dakota Sate university.  he and 

his wife, Gina, reside in Fargo, N.D. 

2007 
CharLes DaVis ’07 married eryn 

KneLLer ’07 June 16 in Winterset, Iowa

2008 
eriCh hiLsaBeCK ’08 married Jennifer 

hamilton September 15.  erich is an 

executive mortgage analyst for Wells 

Fargo home mortgage and his wife is a 

teacher.

erin ZirKeLBaCh ’08 is the human 

resources coordinator for Candeo in  

Des moines, Iowa.

The 2012 homecoming weekend brought 

yet another opportunity for Grand View 

to honor alumni for achievements and 

success both during and after their time 

at Grand View.

  traCy (sChartner ’87) anD 

steVe DeVenney ’84 were inducted into 

the Grand View Athletic hall of Fame.  

Tracy played tennis for the Vikings and 

was a member of the 1987 NAIA National 

Tournament team.  She is employed by 

holy Trinity School in enrollment and 

public relations.  Steve is employed by 

Raymond James and Associates as a 

branch manager.  During his baseball 

career at GV, he was a member of the 

1984 NAIA World Series tournament 

team and was named NAIA All-American 

three consecutive years.

 The 2012 Distinguished Alumni 

Award was presented to riCK ray ’94,

the recently appointed men’s head 

basketball coach at mississippi State 

university.  prior to Ray’s arrival in 

mississippi, he held coaching positions at 

Clemson, purdue and Indiana State.

 LeLanD moLGaarD ’59 received 

the Danish heritage preservation  

Award.  molgaard serves as president 

on the Board of the Danish Interest 

Conference, has delivered a paper on 

immigration at the Danish heritage 

Society, and is involved with the Danish 

2012 alumni award reciPients

newsalumni
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future Vikings 
anthony J. LUCia ’98 and his wife, 

heidi, a daughter, mia, born July 30.

Kristin and Dr. Corey moDreLL ’02, a 

daughter, madison mae, born August 3, 

7.5 lbs 19.5 inches long.  Corey was 

voted Best of the Valley for montrose, 

Colo., as the best chiropractor for a 

third straight year and was also voted 

Best of the Valley for Best male Teacher.  

he teaches biology and anatomy and 

physiology for Colorado mesa university 

part-time.  

Scott and JenniFer (mason ’06) 

penisten, a daughter, Amelia, born 

September 17. 

in memoriam 
Dr. roBert KorsGaarD ’35 passed 

away June 11.

CeCeLia (iBsen ’38) Larsen passed 

away June 1.  She is survived by her 

husband Alfred Larsen ’40.

Karen m. (thomsen ’36) KaDGihn 

passed away July 19.  She was a sister 

to Axel Thomsen ’41.  Karen was also 

married to Karl M. Laursen ’37 who was 

killed in WWII, and later married to the 

late Rev. Carl Laursen ’55. 

earL Larsen ’41 passed away July 16.  

earl played basketball for GV and was  

a very proud Viking.  his son, John 

Larsen ’77, also attended GV.

LeiF hermansen ’49 passed away 

September 21.  he is preceeded in death 

by his sisters Selma Sorensen ’37, 

Shirley Andersen ’44, and brother Tom 

(Kermit) Hermansen ’57.  he is survived 

by his sister Barbara Handrup ’48 and 

sister-in-law Charlene Hermansen ’57.

Dr. CarL F. nieLsen ’49 of Steinen, 

Germany, passed away September 1.  he 

was A.C. Nielsen’s son.  

VaLDemar seJr petersen ’49 passed 

away August 26.

GeraLD haL BranDt ’52 passed away 

September 10.  he is preceeded in death 

by his sister Barbara Jensen ’50 and 

brother-in-law Leland Jensen ’51.

reV. hans r. neLson ’52 passed away 

August 16.  he came from a family of 

alumni, including his late parents Chris  

Nelson ’18 and Agnes Poulsen ’18,  

late sisters Alma Jones ’46, Eva  

Nielsen ’43, and surviving brother  

Don Nelson ’58. 

DaViD m. esBeCK ’59 passed away  

July 1. 

WiLLiam DaroLD WeLLer sr. ’59 

passed away July 6.

John Warren Chiesa ’62 passed away 

march 19, 2011.

BrUCe WiLLiams ’71 passed away 

September 9 from complications of a 

bone marrow transplant.  he co-opened 

an art gallery and worked at the Iowa 

Arts Council for more than 35 years.

haroLD J. rUGGLess ’72 passed away 

April 28 at the age of 64.  he is survived 

by his wife, Bonnie (Walker ’69).  A tree 

has been planted on campus in harold’s 

memory.

hoLLy L. hesKett ’84 passed away 

October 8. 

marK s. Johnson ’93 passed away 

July 22.

GWenDoLyn K. sWanson ’00 passed 

away July 12.  

Immigrant museum.

 The Young Alumni Achievement 

Award honored ameDeo rossi ’93.  

Rossi is an entrepreneur and advocate 

in Des moines’ progressive music 

movement.  Rossi co-owns an indie music 

venue and organizes music festivals, 

including the annual 80/35 music 

festival.  

traCy DeVenney ’87
athletic hall of Fame 

tennis

steVe DeVenney ’84
athletic hall of Fame

Baseball

riCK ray ’94
Distinguished  

alumni award

LeLanD moLGaarD ’59
Danish heritage 

preservation award

ameDeo rossi ’93
young alumni  

achievement award
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We encourage you to share the latest news in your life.  Clip this form, attach ad di tion al sheets as necessary, and mail it to GV magazine, Lacie Sibley,  

1200 Grandview Avenue, Des moines, Iowa 50316-1599.  Or send email to: lsibley@grandview.edu.  photos are welcome and will be used on a  

space-available basis.  Deadline for the next issue is Friday, February 15, 2013.

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________  Last year at GV ______________________
 First middle maiden or name at graduation Last

Spouse  ________________________________________________________________________________  If alumnus/a, last year at GV _____________________
 First middle maiden or name at graduation Last

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 Street City State Zip

email ____________________________________________________________________  phone ____________________________________________________  

Please put a check by the news you want to share.

o New job  o promotion  o Retirement  o Achievement  

Business name _________________________________________________________  Your position or title ____________________________________________

Other information ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

o marriage   Date of marriage ____________________________________________ Occupation Wife/husband  ______________________________________  

o Birth/Adoption o Daughter o Son Child’s Name ________________________________________ Birthdate _______________________________

Weight _________________  Length _____________________ Siblings _______________________________________________________________________  

o Death  Name ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date of passing ________________________________________________________ Last year at Grand View __________________  Age __________________

Survivor(s) If alumni, list names and the last years at Grand View _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________  Signature ______________________________________

Please send GV magazine in the following format:  o electronic (please include email address above.)  o print

send us your news!

January 8 • 7-9 p.m.
Johnson Wellness Center, Aerobics Room

$15 per person or $25 per couple

Join other GV alumni for a night of fun and learn two classic dances. 

To register or for questions, contact Katie at 
kostrem@grandview.edu or 515-263-2957.

Visit www.grandview.edu > Alumni to learn  
about other upcoming alumni events.

Swing & Merengue Dance Class
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fulltime and became the director of 

business development and marketing 

for mCL Construction in Omaha, Neb.  

he continues to put his GV skills to use 

producing promotional videos, podcasts 

and media content to market the 

company.

 “I also do a morning radio show on 

KXNO, a Des moines radio station, but 

it’s more part-time,” Justice explained.  

“It lets me do something I love and 

reconnect with a community that I left 

because it still seems like I’m there.”

 Justice didn’t do much radio until 

he returned to Omaha.  he was a sports 

reporter-sidekick of sorts for the Todd 

and Tyler radio show and made guest 

appearances on the KXNO murph and 

Andy show.  When the morning slot 

opened up, KXNO offered the spot to 

Justice and he was excited about it, but 

he lived in Omaha and commuting was 

not an option.  So they worked out a 

deal with a local Omaha radio station and 

w
When asked what brought 1992 alum 

Travis Justice to Grand View, he won’t say 

it was for the radio and television degree 

program, or the campus community, or 

a scholarship…nope, he will say love 

brought him here.

 “I was completely and totally in love 

with my high school sweetheart and 

while she insisted she loved me too, she 

said there was no way we were going to 

the same college,” Justice laughed.  “So, 

since we weren’t going to school together 

I was going to the closest school to ISu 

and it was Grand View.  As it turned out, I 

had no idea about the radio and television 

program and once I walked into the 

communication building, it was love at 

first sight.”

 While in high school, Justice 

developed a great interest in radio, and 

GV had state-of-the-art facilities and 

equipment.  he knew immediately he 

would get the education he needed 

to have a successful career and, more 

importantly, be close to his sweetheart.

 During his time as a student, Justice 

took advantage of GV’s connections 

with the community radio and television 

stations.  he landed an internship his 

sophomore year with KCCI-TV – that 

summer the station hired him as a 

photographer/reporter.

 “GV’s location and community 

relationships allowed me to really bolster 

my career and let it take off,” Justice 

credits.

 Justice has spent the majority of 

his career in television.  he left KCCI for 

a weekend anchor and sports reporter 

position at WAOW TV in Wausau, Wisc.  

he later returned to Omaha, Neb., as 

a sports director for KpTm TV in 1994 

until he went to work for CBS affiliate 

KNTV in 2004 for about six years.  At that 

time he decided to leave broadcasting 

loVe led the way, fate sealed it
by laCie sibley ’07, editor

Justice uses their studio to link up live 

with his co-host in Des moines.

 Looking back on his past and 

where he is now, Justice comments, “It’s 

been a hell of a journey but it’s been 

interesting!”

 Justice and his high school 

sweetheart have been married 20 years 

and have four children: Abigail (16), 

Owen (13), mary (11) and Gretta (5).  he 

remembers going through the college 

search process and is currently going 

through it again with his oldest daughter.  

he was the only one of his family to 

attend college and didn’t have much help 

with his search.

 “I say love brought me to GV but 

I also think it was fate,” Justice said.  

“It was a great experience; I still have 

great friendships from my GV days and 

talk with many of my classmates on a 

weekly basis.  GV means the world to me 

because it gave me the opportunity to be 

successful.”  

Joy ibsen ’60

travis Justice ’92, director of business development and marketing at mCL Construction in omaha, neb., 
prepares to shoot a promotional video for the company.    photo: sUBmitteD
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Loyalty.  It’s a complicated concept that some say has eroded in our society – and I would generally agree.  Am I as loyal 

as my parents?  probably not.  While I will be forever true to the St. Louis Cardinals, I choose my airline, hotel 

and phone carrier based on price and convenience. 

 Fortunately for Grand View, we have thousands of loyal alumni and friends who share their support in many ways.  Listed on the 

following pages are individuals and organizations that believe in our mission and have provided financial support during the 2011-12 fiscal 

year.  For that, we are grateful.

 my career affords me the opportunity to work with some of Grand View’s most loyal.  They express it in many forms.  Some spend 

countless hours volunteering on a board or committee.  Others help us recruit new students.  Close to 100 help spread the word about 

Grand View at the Iowa State Fair every year.  Yet others quietly open their homes to students who can’t go home for Thanksgiving.  each 

and every one of these efforts makes Grand View stronger, which leads to a better experience for our students.

 On behalf of those students, as well as the staff and faculty, I thank you for your loyalty to Grand View year after year.  

                         Bill Burma

Vice president for Advancement

honor roll
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Class oF 1939
President’s club
Albert V. Ravenholt* ’39 
century club
Arild e. ’39 and margaret 

Nielsen
contributors
Ingeborg (mikkelsen ’39) 

hansen

Class oF 1940
President’s club
Delores (holmgaard ’40) 

Jespersen

Class oF 1941
century club
Victor e. ’41 and  

elaine h. Buck
Sylvia F. (Frost ’41) Fisher
Axel e. ’41 and Lou Ann 

Thomsen

Class oF 1942
President’s club
Fylla S. (petersen ’42) 

Kildegaard
contributors
edith m. (Krantz ’42) Kilgren

Class oF 1943
century club
Willard R.* ’40 and Arlene h. 

(holmes ’43) Garred
eileen L. (Lang ’43) and 

harmon h. Smith
contributors
edith u. (Johansen ’43) and 

Norman Brakken
edna (Jensen ’43) Swihart

Class oF 1944
contributors
Ida m. (Wolf ’44) Decker

Class oF 1945
President’s club
ellen utoft (Bollesen ’45) Juhl
century club
peter D. ’45 and Kirstine D.* 

(Toft ’41) Thomsen

Class oF 1946
President’s club
Agnete C. (Nelson ’46) and 

John D. Lind
nfs grundtvig society
esther marie (Jensen ’46) 

Rossman

century club
Valborg (Jessen ’46) Nielsen
contributors
mildred e. (pagard ’46) 

Blomquist
mary O. (Olsen ’46) Riber

Class oF 1947
President’s club
Alice C. (Olsen ’47) humphrey 
nfs grundtvig society
Karen (Torp ’47) and everett 

Cooper
ellen m. (Jensen ’47) Nielsen
century club
Frank e. ’47 and edith e. 

Christensen
Iver L. ’47 and Lis T. Jorgensen
esther u. (Johansen ’47) 

paulsen
contributors
Johanne (Johansen ’47) and 

Thorvald ’46 hansen
paul S. ’47 and Joann 

Jorgensen
elin m. (Jensen ’47) and  

Svend Koch
Selma K. (Kildegaard ’47) 

Sloth

Theodore J. Thuesen ’47

Class oF 1948
President’s club
Inger (Jensen ’49) and  

Wilmer N. ’48 Larsen
Donald S. ’48 and Alice 

petersen
nfs grundtvig society
Arvid Bollesen ’48
Gloria (mortensen ’48) Steberl
century club
Richard e.* ’49 and Roberta 

(Johnston ’48) peters
Alice (Norberg ’48) and 

howard Nichols
contributors
Barbara m. handrup ’48
Lars Jorgensen ’48
Gerald W. ’48 and Annabelle 

pedersen
evelyn (Sorensen ’48) and 

Rupert* ’48 petersen
else (Rasmussen ’48) Sorensen

Class oF 1949
President’s club
paul e. ’49 and Shirley A. 

(Svendsen ’49) Christiansen

nfs grundtvig society
marie K. (paulsen ’49) and  

Neil T. ’49 Gribskov
Beverly m. (Nielsen ’49) and 

erving ’49 Jensen
earl W. ’49 and Jean Louise 

Sutton
century club
earle S. Swanson ’49
contributors
Doris (Feddersen ’49) and 

William Griffith
harlan ’49 and Joan e. 

Thuesen
ester m. (Bollesen ’49) and 

Bruce Westling

Class oF 1950
President’s club
Nancy m. (petersen ’50) and 

Warren W. Rasmussen
dean’s club
elsa m. (Torp ’50) and Barry 

Spiegel
century club
Wendell J. ’50 and Barbara* 

Burbank
Lois p. ’50 and Don hartline

of  donors
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of  donors

Church
.54%

Individuals
74.48%

Foundations
7.92%

Corporations &
Organizations

17.06%

Fiscal Year 2011-12 Contributions
$2.3 million

John F. ’50 and Kathlyn A. 
Rider

contributors
Janice L. (Jensen ’50) Bradley
George e. Cox ’50
elton hansen* ’50 
Joy (Rasmussen ’50) and  

elmer C.* ’49 Jacobsen
Joan D. (Downey ’50) 

Lonsbury

Class oF 1951
President’s club
phillip D. ’51 and peggy A. 

ehm
David L. ’51 and Arlene F. ’71 

Sisam
nfs grundtvig society
Robert L. ’50 and Karma Jean 

(Jorgensen ’51) Nilsen
Agnes e. (Ravenholt ’51) 

Nussle
Astrid Ravenholt ’51
century club
Sine N. (Nielsen ’51) and  

Leif m. ’51 Duus
edward h. Rasmussen ’51
contributors
Justin L. ’51 and LaVonne 

Beeson
Grace (hansen ’51) and Robert 

hemstreet
Ruth Kjaer ’51
Donald T. ’51 and musa 

Stielow

Class oF 1952
President’s club
Aage R.* ’52 and Geraldine* 

Clausen
Robert D. ’52 and Juanita 

Jacobsen
Richard N. ’53 and Rita A. 

(pedersen ’52) Juhl
dean’s club
Gerald h. ’52 and evelyn m. 

Brandt
century club
mary e. (Larsen ’52) and  

John S. Clark
margaret L. (Larsen ’52) mills
contributors
Dorothy m. (miller ’52) and 

Frank Beck
Donald L. ’52 and mary L. 

Clausen
Greta S. (Strandholt ’52) 

Dawson
harriet K. (holm ’52) hansen
Solveig B. (egede ’52) and 

Robert C. hedlund
Clela m. (philleo ’52) hoggatt
William R. and Virginia 

(Anderson ’52) Jacobsen
Nancy A. (Sorensen ’52) and 

Robert maloy
Duane A. Nielsen* ’52 

ernest W. Nielsen ’52

Class oF 1953
President’s club
Carl ’53 and marilyn mehr
nfs grundtvig society
Dennis R. ’53 and (Donna m. 

Andersen* ’54 ) Koch
Lavern ’53 and marilyn A. 

(Nissen ’55) Larkowski
century club
edward S. esbeck ’53 –  

In memory of  
Gudrun Soe esbeck

Frances R. mcCorkle ’53
contributors
June m. (Jurgens ’53) and 

Alton C. Due
Goldie (mohnsen ’53) and 

Curt* Sorensen
John ’53 and Anita Varme
henry N. Wilcots ’53

Class oF 1954
President’s club
ethel (Kjaer ’54) and ed Barker
elaine J. (Nelson ’54) and  

Louis p. ’54 Bredesky
egon K. ’54 and Shirley 

ellgaard
Richard G. ’53 and marilyn O. 

(hansen ’54) Kramme
nfs grundtvig society
Curtis Dale Jacobsen ’54
Lowell B. ’54 and marilyn 

Kramme
century club
Don C. ’54 and Barbara Olsen
contributors
esther m. (Laursen ’54) and 

Lowell ’48 haahr
Ovie h. ’54 and erma Jessen
Lila Larson ’54

Class oF 1955
dean’s club
Carl C. hansen ’55
Bobbie m. (Sondergaard ’55) 

Loverink
century club
patricia L. (Nyhus ’55) and max 

Grassfield
harald N. ’55 and Carol Ann 

(Beyer ’59) Sorensen
contributors
edwin D. Andersen ’55
Carol e. (petersen ’55) 

Christiansen
Charles e. ’55 and Sarah 

Fletcher
Deloris A. ’55 and Leonard C. 

Larsen

Class oF 1956
century club
Karen (Strandskov ’56) and 

Tony Bell

William W. ’56 and margaret 
Frey

Larry R. ’56 and Gisela 
Severeid

Tom ’56 and mary Sheldahl
Sylvia mae (Larsen ’56) and 

Robert Timmler
contributors
Sally G. (Jensen ’56) Blount
marie m. (petersen ’56) and 

Darold Bray
Ralf ’56 and Inga hoifeldt

Class oF 1957
President’s club
John e. ’57 and Joan Cisna
Tom ’57 and evelyn Fisher
Richard N. ’57 and Glenda 

(pickett ’57) Jessen
Sonja Knudsen ’57
Janet m. Thuesen ’57
Sandra K. (Jensen ’57) 

Rasmussen
nfs grundtvig society
Richard m. ’57 and Karen R. 

(Sorensen ’57) Simpson
dean’s club
David p. ’57 and patricia L. 

Jorgensen
century club
Richard B. ’57 and Karen J. 

Chance
pearl (Nielsen ’57) and  

James W. Gould
Sheila hainlin ’57
Ronald p. ’57 and melvie 

maigaard
Carolyn J. (Grow ’57) and 

Sung moon
contributors
Rosemarie (Brinkman ’57) 

Blakey
Richard m. ’57 and Sally Fust
Richard L. harter ’57
margot (Christiansen ’57) and 

edmund G. Russell

Class oF 1958
President’s club
hans J. Clausen ’58
Virgil B. elings ’58
Janet m. Jensen ’58
Robert L. ’58 and Joanne 

mahaffey
mark S. ’58 and Lorna K. 

(Fisher ’61) Nussle
century club
Jerry W. ’58 and Carole hall
Donald A. ’58 and Ann L. 

holm
harold m. ’58 and Carole A. 

(Anderson ’58) Olsen
Niel R. petersen ’58
marsha J. (parrott ’58) and  

h. Wayne Wheeldon
$11,000,000

$13,000,000

$17,000,000

2009 2010 2012

Endowment Balance

$12,000,000

$15,000,000

2011

$16,000,000

$14,000,000
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contributors
Barbara J. (Sorem ’58) and 

Duane R. Brodie
Karl A. ’58 and Sharleen 

eggerss
David R. ’58 and Shirley haner
Doris J. (Steffenson ’58) 

harrington
Fred ’58 and Suzanne W. Klein
Sandra m. (Johnson ’58) 

Linford
patricia K. (myers ’58) and 

Leland A. Love
Roy ’58 and Carol Jo mcFall
edwin L. ’58 and Sharon K. 

mohler
Verna (Baumann ’58) moore
eva m. ’58 and Terence J. 

Nelson
Richard J. Shaffer ’58

Class oF 1959
President’s club
edward T. ’58 and marjery m. 

(Kraft ’59) Fjelde
William e. ’58 and marilyn L. 

(Andersen ’59) Gift
Donald L. ’59 and Sue Ann 

hansen
Wayne hart madsen ’59
Leland e. ’59 and Virginia K. 

molgaard
Donald L. ’59 and martha 

Newell
dean’s club
Ivan G. ’59 and Sheryl L. Kerr
century club
mark A. ’59 and Kalley G. 

Johnson
Lois J. (madsen ’59) and 

Lowell A. Lueck
elaine C. Lundquist ’59

contributors
monte R. ’59 and marty 

Baugher
Arne ’59 and Sunny 

Christiansen
Clarence e. Lamoureux ’59
David N. ’56 and Nancy e. 

(Olson ’59) mcConnell
Keith m. ’59 and Gail S. Sweet
Ivan S. Westergaard ’59
mervyn A. Wild ’59
William L. Wiles ’59
Roger A. ’59 and Jo Anne 

Wood

Class oF 1960
President’s club
Daniel p. ’60 and Alice V. 

(Olsen ’60) mikel
nfs grundtvig society
margaret (madsen ’59) and 

Vernon A. ’60 Johnson
century club
Joy m. Ibsen ’60 and Don Lenef
Andrew L. ’60 and Kathryn m. 

(Iversen ’59) Nielsen
contributors
Larry B. Christensen ’60
Kathrine A. (madsen ’60) Clark
Stephen W. ’60 and mary Davis
James h. ’60 and Cheryl Gelner
Class oF 1961
President’s club
Ralph J. ’61 and Lou Ann 

(Rasmussen ’61) Jensen
Janet L. (Gersib ’61) and paul 

Kramme
Lou ’61 and Judy  

(Denning ’60) Yacinich
nfs grundtvig society
Ralph D. ’61 and mary Jo 

Andersen

honor roll of donors
Joseph e. ’61 and Jennie V. 

Clay
eric C. ’60 and Ginger L. 

(Olson ’61) Ketelsen
Gordon F. ’61 and Lois 

(Knudsen ’61) Lund
century club
Sylvia m. (Dam ’61) and 

George A. Jacoby
Janis m. (madison ’61) and 

Jack D. pearl
Gary T. ’61 and patsy A.  

Vande Venter
contributors
Nancy Lee R. Wright ’61

Class oF 1962
President’s club
Sonja h. (hansen ’62) Walker
century club
Frederick V. ’62 and Jan e. 

Carson
edward Bell Dixon ’62
patricia J. Krantz ’62
Rudy G. ’62 and L. Jean Roe
Bruce A. Woods ’62
contributors
Kathleen W. (Workman ’62) 

Arthur
Clifford D. Ballard ’62
David L. Bradbury ’62
Donna D. (Jespersen ’62) and 

Gary D. Simmer

Class oF 1963
President’s club
Larry D. ’63 and Lori G. 

hartsook
century club
Judy L. (Bennett ’63) and 

Thomas Leffler
Ivan W. Bidstrup ’63

Gary L. hansen ’63
harvey J. ’63 and Sharon 

helgeland
Keith e. ’63 and Betty A. 

(Christensen ’63) Jensen
Frederick m. ’63 and Lynne 

Schuler
contributors
Albert A. ’63 and Susan 

Bodaski
Verle e. ’63 and helen Guthrie
Theo R. (Joplin ’63) and  

Lavoy G. haage
Karma J. ’63 and Dan F. Ibsen
michael J. markey ’63
homer L. ’63 and J. e. 

Neemann
Randy h. ’63 and Nancy A. 

(Swihart ’63) Ross
Beverly A. (Burgess ’63) 

Schreiner
Ralph h. Speer ’63
paul N. Stanger ’63
Larry T. ’63 and erika R. 

Thorson
Joel p. ’63 and Judy Whipple
Class oF 1964
dean’s club
Ronald W. ’64 and Donna 

mohr
century club
Anita e. Clark ’64
contributors
Kenny L. Boatwright ’64
Carole D. (Beckman ’64) Boon
Kathleen B. (Freeman ’64) and 

Byron Church
marvin h. ’64 and  

Dorothy K. Crim
erik S. hansen ’64

Rudolf J. ’64 and helen h. 
Jensen

Glen h. ’64 and Karen G. 
(Cooper ’65) madsen

Inez e. (Busse ’64) and  
Bruce S. Norgard

Lonnie K. Wildrick ’64
Bill C. Wyer ’64

Class oF 1965
President’s club
Josiah m. Conkling ’65
Arlen R. ’64 and Asta  

(petersen ’65) Twedt
nfs grundtvig society
Laura e. (Garred ’65) and 

William J. hemmes
dean’s club
Leonard p. ’65 and patricia 

(mosier ’65) Gutshall
century club
michael L. ’65 and  

Catherine A. Campbell
Dennis D. ’65 and Cynthia S. 

Dolmage
James J. Raymond ’65
Janice L. (De Vault ’65) and 

Bradford L. Santos
hubert J. ’65 and peggy A. 

Vespestad
contributors
Gary Russell Fierce ’65
Rikke (hansen ’65) Olsen
Claudia V. (Voigt ’65) and  

paul C. Olson
Janice pohl – In memory of 

enok* & Nanna* mortensen
Virden e. Von Qualen ’65
David h. ’65 and elaine 

Wilkinson

giViNg Club Key     President’s club, $1,000 and above     n     dean’s club, $500-$999     n     nfs grundtvig society, $250-$499     n     century club, $100-$249     n     contributors,  $1-$99     + indicates ongoing gifts from estates of deceased donors or from individuals who died during the fiscal year.     * indicates deceased.

Charles S. Johnson Wellness Center Turns Ten
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 Ten years ago Grand View took a major leap forward with the opening of the Charles S. Johnson Wellness Center.  While expectations 

for the building and the programs within it were high, no one could have predicted the impact the facility would have a decade later.

 Thanks to the lead gift from Chuck and Jaina Johnson, along with support from alumni, Trustees, faculty, staff, friends, and the 

corporate community, a major catalyst in Grand View’s growth was completed in 2002.  Since that time, the athletic department has grown 

from seven sports to 24.  While 124 student-athletes competed then, 650 student-athletes proudly represent the Vikings today.

 hard working coaches and dedicated players achieved success in all sports including 31 Conference Coach of the Year honors, as well 

as 32 player of the Year awards.  Viking teams have won three straight conference Commissioner’s Cups for best overall finish in all sports.  

And the 2011-12 season saw the Vikings finish 11th nationally in the Learfield Sports Director’s Cup for best overall finish for all sports.

 The Johnson Wellness Center has also helped more than 800 students achieve their Bachelor of Nursing degrees during an era when 

society experienced a nursing shortage.

 Over the past decade, students have benefited from the facility, beginning as prospective students on Visit Day followed by Freshman 

Convocation their first day and other ceremonies throughout their time on campus.  many of the intramural activities are housed in the 

building, as well as numerous special events.

 “The Johnson Wellness Center is philanthropy at its finest,” said Bill Burma, vice president for advancement.  “The investment our 

donors made has paid off ten-fold as every Grand View student has an opportunity to develop healthy habits, learn and compete in this 

wonderful facility.”   

Charles S. Johnson Wellness Center Turns Ten

Class oF 1966
President’s club
Suzette G. (Stephens ’66) 

Jensen
nfs grundtvig society
Norma R. (Christiansen ’66) 

horswell
century club
Fred L. ’66 and mary A.  

(Low ’67) Baedke
Ronald e. ’66 and Nancy hays
Jeri L (Krouse ’66) and  

Ronald L. ’66 mellgren
Camille e. (Larson ’66) and  

m. Alan ’65 Snedden
contributors
Gary C. Battles ’66
Susan G. (Cedarstrom ’66)  

and Ronald R. James
eugene D. mcCoy ’66
Vicki L. (pederson ’66) and 

Dennis porter
harold A. ’66 and Sherry 

Swihart
mary L. ’66 and Allen Tesdahl
Carol ’66 and Sam Wise

Class oF 1967
President’s club
Bill ’67 and Linda Weidmaier
dean’s club
Betty Ann (Witzel ’67) and 

michael Dall
contributors
Karen e. (Barnhill ’67) Ahlman
Nicholas C. ’67 and Janet Cook
Ronald L. German ’67
Terry R. ’67 and Juene e. 

Johnson
Lorraine K. (Swanson ’67) and 

William plander

Linda A. proudfit ’67
James L. ’67 and elizabeth 

“Betsie” A. (Gooch ’67) 
Wheeler

Class oF 1968
nfs grundtvig society
David A. ’68 and myrtle m. 

howard
Craig p. ’68 and Nancy J. 

Redshaw
century club
Linda K. ’68 and David A. 

Allison
Nick ’68 and Faira K. 

Knezevich
Tim D. ’68 and Sherry 

Vuagniaux
contributors
Karen A. (Carlson ’68) and 

Richard Bason
Linda e. (Nielsen ’67) and 

Rollin R. ’68 Buck
Joyce A. (Flynn ’68) and  

Gary D. French
Bonnie J. (Sharp ’68) and 

Joseph higgins
michael e. ’68 and Brenda J. 

Johnson
Robert F. ’68 and phyllis 

Lauritsen
William C. ’68 and Cleoda m. 

mikesch

Class oF 1969
President’s club
Wayne D. Jensen ’69
harold B. ’69 and Anne 

Wheeler
dean’s club
Terry W. ’69 and Beverly J. 

Lantz

century club
Steven J. Barnett ’69
mary Jo (Sorensen ’69) and 

Robert D. Frazier
contributors
Keith W. Berg ’69
mickey L. ’69 and mary L. 

Carvour
marcia L. (Boal ’69) and  

mark I. Cohan
Sidney h. ’69 and Rebecca 

Gimre
Fredrick O. ’69 and Janet K. 

holmberg
mark R. ’69 and Ronda Logli
George A. ’69 and patricia K. 

patrick
Royce and Jean A.  

(Barnard ’69) Schweizer
Richard R. ’69 and Joann 

Shepard

Class oF 1970
President’s club
C. mike ’70 and Karen J. 

(Sorensen ’70) Brodie
Carey G. ’70 and Ann m.  

(Von Gillern ’70) Jury
contributors
Kenneth ’70 and Rita 

Birkenholtz
Don A. Corrigan ’70
Janis (haines ’70) Johnson
William L. ’70 and Charmian 

mcelree
Janice m. molgaard ’70
Janet L. Walker ’70

Class oF 1971
nfs grundtvig society
paul C. Oksnee ’71

century club
mark J. ’71 and mary e. 

Durham
Richard K. ’71 and marsha m. 

Francisco
Douglas A. Jensen ’71
Ronald D. ’71 and paula A. 

King
Joan D. (Jacobsen ’71) and 

Dana D. Shaffer
contributors
Andrew K. Brouwer ’71
Anne m. (Kouri ’71) Campbell
erika e. (Chandler ’71) and  

Jim D. Curtis
Richard e. ’71 and Karen S. 

Cutler
Donald p. ’71 and  

pamela S. ellis
Diana J. hatfield ’71
Vicki m. (Stuve ’71) hughes
Loraine e. (hunerdosse ’71) 

and Roger Lawler
mary Lou N. (Town ’71) and 

Alfred J. Spurgeon
Larry R. Willis ’71
Joseph h. ’71 and Linda Zaletel

Class oF 1972
President’s club
Richard W. ’72 and Linda hurd
Gary e. ’72 and Ginger palmer
dean’s club
Kathy m. (Sorensen ’72) and 

Duncan h. meldrum
century club
Konnie F. (Fiscel ’72) and  

David F. Anderson
Robert p. Cox ’72
David D. ’73 and Renee C. 

(Tiedge ’72) Drake
Frank W. perkins ’72

contributors
Tana L. (Oberwetter ’72) and 

Gaylord Belgarde
holly A. (Lindsay ’72) Cheslak
Larry e. ’72 and pamela K. Juhl
Rebecca muselman ’72
Allan R. ’72 and Debra S. perry
Fred h. ’72 and Theresa m. 

Redhead
Dean A. Schuler ’72

Class oF 1973
nfs grundtvig society
John R. ’73 and Gerry A. 

(Tjelmeland ’73) Jones
century club
Jean m. ’73 and Fred Drew
Rick L. ’73 and Brenda Olson
John V. and Claudia K.  

(hunter ’73) Stensland
contributors
Cynthia (Dowie ’73) and  

mike elgin
David G. holmgren ’73
John C. ’73 and ellen Oler

Class oF 1974
nfs grundtvig society
paul D. ’74 and Kaylene L. 

Ruby
century club
Cheryl J. (Arnold ’74) and 

michael Giudicessi
Katherine L. (Channell ’74) 

and Steven R. Justice
contributors
Julie Ann (Abrams ’74) hughes
Joan m. mahaffey ’74
michael L. ’74 and marsha D. 

mcCleary
Kay C. miller ’74
Thelma D. (Bebb ’74) and  

Carl L. Roloff
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Class oF 1975
President’s club
eric T. ’75 and Kathy Crowell
nfs grundtvig society
Raymon e. ’75 and Connie 

Darling
century club
James J. ’75 and Joan m. 

Carlson
Gary ’75 and Lynette moden
contributors
James e. ’75 and mimi  

Binkard
margaret A. (Kuhlman ’75) 

and Kevin S. ’77 Lambi
Shaunda S. ’80 and  

Chad L. ’75 Leiffert
Joan K. (Welch ’75) moll
elvin eugene pender ’57

Class oF 1976
President’s club
Joan (mac Kenzie ’76) and 

Randy L. ’76 moad
Tony C. ’76 and Roxanne 

Wilson
century club
Steven m. Conn ’76
Diane L. (Gill ’76) and Lee L. 

Doidge
David B. ’76 and mary R. ’76 

Russell
contributors
Judy A. (Steinlage ’76) and 

George G. Ahlborn
Freddie J. Ahrold ’76
Joseph F. ’76 and Annie K. 

Dols
Nancy Carol (hansen ’76) and 

patrick O’Keefe
Cheryl D. (howar ’76) 

VanWeelden

Class oF 1977
President’s club
mark p. Glowacki and Jennie 

Balcom
priscilla R. (Rossman ’77) 

Schwartz
century club
Donald D. morrill ’77
Scott C. ’77 and Sandy Rogers
marilyn K. ’77 and R.m. Rowe
contributors
Lynne m. (Thompson ’77) and 

Thomas D. ’77 hoehamer

Dean m. Knudsen ’77

Class oF 1978
President’s club
Steven F. ’69 and Nancy 

(Lavender ’78) Bobenhouse
century club
m. Dan Collins ’78
paul h. Rowe ’78
contributors
Jon m. ’78 and Christine Coy
Dwight h. Johnson ’78
Sandra L. Knudsen ’78
Jean e. (Wolf ’78) and  

Thomas J. Logan
James L. Scheidecker ’78
Catherine T. Sheridan ’78
Sandra J. Smith ’78
Debbie m. Vandehaar-Arens ’78 

and Daniel Arens

Class oF 1979
dean’s club
Jo Ann L. (Vannatta ’79) and 

harold Reinboth
nfs grundtvig society
marjorie A. (Reed ’79) and 

michael Rupert
century club
Gregory L. ’79 and mary e. 

Dockum
Ann m. hogan ’79
contributors
patricia J. (Sullivan ’79) and 

Darrell Cox
Cynthia e. (Fredregill ’79) and 

Stephen L. Florer
Kimberly F. (Caswell ’79) 

henderson
Jerry A. ’79 and Laura O’Brien

Class oF 1980
century club
Judy A. (Juhl ’80) and William 

h. ellerman
Carl D. ’80 and Audrey Shafer
contributors
Brian R. ’80 and marilyn 

Charron
Rustin T. ’80 and mary 

Davenport
Robert W. Jewett ’80
mary J. (Coyne ’80) and 

michael L. may

Anne m. (harbison ’80) and 
William F. ’82 Nielsen

marcia S. pitcock ’80
Anne J. (Winey ’80) and 

michael ulm

Class oF 1981
dean’s club
Douglas A. Stark ’81
century club
Kelly L. ’81 and David VanGorp
contributors
mildred J. (palladino ’81) and 

ubbo Agena
Janice (marshall ’81) and 

James Doggett
Janet R. ’81 and Stephen m. 

Drake
Jean L. mcCrea ’81
Jeff Swartz ’81

Class oF 1982
President’s club
Robert J. ’82 and Amy Tursi
century club
Brenda L. hoshaw ’82
John R. ’82 and Joleen Kile
contributors
Susan e. (Fuhrman ’82) Linde
mary R. Quinn ’82
Charlinn O. (Knight ’82) and 

Berry e. Reeves

Class oF 1983
President’s club
edward C. ’83 and Bridget 

Bleimehl IV
century club
James m. ’83 and Diane Brown
mary J. (Koets ’83) and Chuck 

Schira
contributors
Daryl D. ’83 and mary Frey
Lance B. ’83 and Bonnie Leslie
elizabeth C. (Fath ’83) and 

Thomas p. morse
Chuck F. Shockley ’83 and 

evelyn m. moore

Class oF 1984
President’s club
Randy J. ’84 and Jill Sackett
nfs grundtvig society
David J. ’84 and Caeli Brown
Thomas W. ’84 and Linda 

Cross

century club
Julie B. (Walters ’84) and 

marty Bell
Jeffrey N. Nichols ’84
contributors
paul F. ’84 and phyllis Breddin
Cheryl A. ’84 and Darwin 

Dahms
Steven D. ’84 and Tracy S. 

(Schartner ’87) DeVenney
Lori A. (Casper ’84) and 

Ronald Liston
Terry Neyens ’84

Class oF 1985
President’s club
Anthony A. Onuigbo ’85
mark T. ’81  and Anne m. 

(Nielsen ’85) West
Kimberly A. ’10 and  

Lewis A. ’85 Yacinich
century club
Bruce W. ’85 and Vickie L. 

(Lenihan ’86) Clark
contributors
Joan V. Anderson ’85
Lisa D. ’85 and Kirby B. 

Brodersen
Barbara C. (Cook ’85) and 

Larry L. Bybee
mary K. (Craig ’85) and  

David R. Debolt
Bradley J. ’85 and Beth R.  

(Bos ’85) hodges
Charles A. ’85 and  

pamela S. host
Rodney e. ’85 and Kathy hutt
Kelly J. (Brogan ’85) and mark 

Low
Kevin J. palmer ’85
Gina R. (Treanor ’89) and 

James J. ’85 Ross
Kelli D. (Cox ’85) and Steve 

Vorrath

Class oF 1986
President’s club
Karen A. (hoskins ’86) Spahr
Chadwin J. Wagener ’86
century club
Luanne J. Knudsen ’86
John h. ’86 and Susanna J. 

(Shaw ’88) meeker
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contributors
Richard D. ’86 and mary 

hermann
Barbara J. (Finnessy ’86) and 

Stan minks
Vance K. ’86 and Rhonda Voss
edward B. Wright ’86

Class oF 1987
century club
John L. ’87 and Jane Gaffney
contributors
Gina L. (Baughman ’87) and 

Charles Burket
Carolyn J. Danner-Walls ’87
Vada ’87 and Teresa L. 

Grantham
Karen R. ’87 Long

Class oF 1988
President’s club
Scott C. ’88 and Julie Cirksena
Kurt e. ’88 and Lynette 

Rasmussen
nfs grundtvig society
Steve C. Snyder ’88 and 

Sandra Deyoe
century club
marla J. (Van Donselaar ’88) 

and Gary De Jong
Sara D. (Breon ’88) Olson
T. Scott ’88 and Iika 

Wilgenbusch
contributors
Cynthia L. (Richards ’88) and 

matthew V. Fleagle
Charles K. ’88 and Leslie D. 

(Ross ’87) Jurgensen
Ossai C. Nzerem ’88
mike L. Rice ’88
David B. ’88 and ellen Simpson
mary D. (Werger ’88) and 

David Smith
mark R. ’88 and Wendy m. 

Zeratsky

Class oF 1989
President’s club
michelle W. (Wilkinson ’89) 

Reynolds
nfs grundtvig society
Kristin L. (howes ’89) and 

mike Schweiger
century club
Leslie J. Shaeffer ’89

the Johnson Wellness Center provides practice facilities 
for Grand View’s 24 athletic teams, including a strength 

and conditioning room, specifically for athletes.
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paul T. ’89 and Connie Winget
contributors
Brenda R. (perry ’89) and mike 

henning
Lori A. (palmer ’89) and W.e. 

miner
Sherrilyn K. ’89 and Verlan 

Nikkel
molly m. (mcelroy ’89) and 

Steven A. ’90 phillips
michael J. Smith ’89

Class oF 1990
century club
michael D. ’90 and eva ’92 

D’Aust Garcia
Gary T. ’90 and Kimberly 

Rinehart
Leslie A. (Sufficool ’90) and 

William D. malcom
contributors
Joseph G. ’90 and Liawni L. 

Barbeln
Craig S. ’90 and Renae Frank
Scott e. ’90 and Diana 

Jurgensen
Kristine R. (Oberhart ’90) and 

Keith maggard
Rebecca A. (hart ’90) and 

Kenneth pashek
Jacqueline S. ’90 and Roy F. 

peters
Scott A. Sondgeroth ’90
margaret A. Wilcox ’90

Class oF 1991
century club
Dot J. ’91 mattson-Reid and 

Blair Reid
Jennifer m. (parker ’91) and 

michael Olson
contributors
Calvert R. ’91 and Kim 

Alexander
michelle m. (George ’91) and 

Dennis A. Fick
Roger J. halbur ’91
Victoria L. (Anthony ’91) and 

paul Krebs
michael C. masiello ’91
Janet m. ’91 and Robert L. 

pickerell
Todd D. ’91 and Judi Roland
John m. ’91 and Sherry L. 

Sharp
Deanna R. (Kaufman ’91) and 

John Stacy
Robert L. Stiles ’91

Class oF 1992
century club
Troy W. ’92 and Karyn R. 

Leininger
David R. Overton ’92
Jeffrey D. ’92 and Kathleen 

Skalicky
contributors
Colleen L. (Cheney ’92) and 

John Baggs
Todd e. ’92 and Sarah Bailey
Jeffery J. ’92 and Andrea S. 

Corcoran
Judith J. (mulder ’92) Flanery
Kevin W. ’93 and heidi L. 

(Near ’92) Graving
patricia S. Jacob ’92
Andrea K. (peek ’92) and 

michael D. mitchell
Jeff p. Nesler ’92

Brett J. Roberts ’92
Tonna L. (havens ’92) and 

Robert Twombly
Jill R. (Garton ’92) and Dan 

Ward
Denise D. (Clark ’92) and mark 

Zimmerman

Class oF 1993
century club
Chris m. Barten ’93
Javier m. ’93 and Jeanna L. 

(hough ’95) Gutierrez
Jennifer G. (Koehler ’93) and 

John Schneberger
Warren F. Young ’93
contributors
Rhonda R. (Nance ’93) and Jon 

Johnson
Diane C. (Kropf ’93) mcFadden
Allan J. (’93) and Rhonda 

Olney
Chris A. ’93 and Rachel L. 

(Willems ’92) Onsrud

Class oF 1994
century club
Jonathan L. Augspurger ’94
mark W. ’94 and michelle 

Thayer
contributors
Tarita L. (henry ’94) and  

James A. Benzoni
Julie C. ’94 and Jason D. 

Dalbey
Vicki S. (Craig ’94) and Doyle 

Nicholas
Christopher V. ’94 and Jean 

Nolte
Jonathan L. ’94 and melissa 

m. Wilson

Class oF 1995
dean’s club
Diane K. Schaefer Johnson ’95 

and William J. Schaefer
century club
Brian C. ’95 and Tiffany J. 

patterson
contributors
Deborah A. (Becker ’95) and 

Chip Gatrost
Curt T. ’95 and Christine R. 

Brown
Jodi e. (Sublett ’95) and patrick 

marti

Class oF 1996
President’s club
eric W. ’96 and Kathy Krohn
dean’s club
Alan T. ’96 and Jennifer L. 

(Walker ’98) Downe
nfs grundtvig society
Kent A. ’96 and michelle L. 

(mooney ’96) Farver
century club
erik R. ’96 and Janelle plaisted
Scot p. Roche ’96
contributors
michael A. ’96 and 

D. monique Johnson
Laurie A. Wirtz ’96

Class oF 1997
century club
Bryan J. ’97 and Jenyse K. ’98 

Belden

Robert e. ’97 and patricia 
Kleba

Jimmy D. ’97 and emily 
Rottinghaus

contributors
Ramona L. (Lisowski ’97) and 

Lawrence DeShaw
micholyn m. ’97 and Brian 

Fajen
Sandra L. (penning ’97) and 

Shawn Loney
michael R. Sheets ’97

Class oF 1998
century club
Gordon p. ’98 and Jeannine 

Dunn
Rick e. ’98 and Rachel 

pederson
Clay A. Thielking ’98
contributors
Kirk J. Albin ’98
Amy J. (Waske ’98) and Kevin 

Bishop
Christopher C. ’98 and  

Amy m. Butler
paul T. ’98 and Karen Freiberg
Kaylene R. (Rogers ’98) and 

Darren harkins
Tonja C. (Brady ’98) and Dana 

Knutson
Neil T. ’98 and Cynthia Olson
Bonnie L. (mcCafferty ’98) and 

Russ phillips

Class oF 1999
century club
Lois R. (Jentz ’99) and Ken 

Ahntholz
Victor N. ’99 and Kate 

Anderson
Donna J. (everson ’99) and 

Dan Schroeder
contributors
Christy L. Burke ’99
Clara L. (mcKinley ’99) and 

Rolen hill
Kristie K. (Jensen ’99) and 

Shawn Neddermeyer
Alemayehu Negash ’99
Danielle C. (Nelson ’99) and 

Chris Scelonge

Class oF 2000
President’s club
Kurt R. ’00 and Kristi A. 

Bogseth
dean’s club
Keith J. ’00 and Charla Kudej
century club
Scott R. Coolong ’00
Todd K. Thomason ’00
contributors
Kristel L. (Sienknecht ’00) and 

matt howell
Louis R. metcalf ’00

Class oF 2001
President’s club
Kathleen J. (propst ’01) and 

Keith Gunzenhauser
nfs grundtvig society
David D. ’01 and melissa J. 

(Zingale ’01) Sharkey
Timothy D. ’01 and  

Kimberly K. VanDyke
contributors
Laura L. emmole ’01

Christopher J. ’01 and Rachel 
Standley

Catherine G. (Shelley ’01) and 
Kelly Wallace

Class oF 2002
President’s club
Timothy T. ’02 and Joanna 

Lowe
contributors
Janis m. ’02 and mark Adams
David L. ’02 and Karyl Behrens
eric W. Gunderson ’02
Scott m. herrig ’02
Kristy L. (Shaeffer ’02) Litwiler
Janis G. (Jurgensen ’02) and 

Robert D. ’62 meek

Class oF 2003
President’s club
Scott D. ’03 and Amber 

prickett
nfs grundtvig society
Terri p. ’03 and Alan Wolf
contributors
Ross e. Bierl ’03
Lorie A. (marker ’03) Cannon
Kerrie L. Chapman ’03
Sage evans ’03 and Jon Wise
Karen S. (Carroll ’03) Fatino
Josie L. (Stone ’03) and 

Brandon hainline
matthew A. ’03 and Dina 

hulscher
Lora A. Johnson ’03
Jerry A. Renaud ’03
Kimberley Tindrell ’03
Tyler T. ’03 and Courtney N. 

(Glenn ’04) Tompkins
melisa R. (VanSickel ’03) and 

David Wenger
Veronica L. (powers ’03) and 

Kerry White

Class oF 2004
nfs grundtvig society
Casey m. Smith ’04
century club
Jeff L. Falkner ’04
William ’04 and Joanne K. hon
Robin C. ’04 and michael Luke
Sandra J. Olson ’04
contributors
Leigh A. (peterson ’04) Bellville
Anita C. (everly ’04) and Kevin 

hoch
maureen L. (Reints ’04) and 

John W. mitchell
Jennifer J. (Rogers ’04) and 

Clint Robinson
Carrie L. Schall ’04
Leanne m. (Chabot ’04) and 

Gerard Schwickerath
mylinda R. (Wedinger ’04) 

Troxel

Class oF 2005
contributors
Sherry L. Bullard ’05
Jan m. (Gardner ’05) and Jerry 

Fitzsimons
mihneta ’05 and Sejad 

Lisinovic
Stephanie L. (Bogseth ’05) and 

Jeremy Sims
Amy S. Terhaar ’05

Class oF 2006
dean’s club
John F. ’06 and Julie Bantz

contributors
Nancy J. (Kruse ’06) Bock
Timothy G. ’06 and  

Rhonda S. Davis
michael D. ’06 and Kathleen 

mcCauley
Laura K. (harris ’06) and 

Jeremy J. ’03 monaghan
Sherry e. ’06 and John O. 

Nieting
Katie J. Ostrem ’06

Class oF 2007
contributors
matthew S. ’07 and Robin 

Cramer
David C. ’07 and marni Fetters
Jessica A. Greve ’07
Andrew J. ’07 and Brenda 

Webber

Class oF 2008
nfs grundtvig society
Brett A. ’08 and Alexandra 

Bacon
century club
Robert L. macck ’08
Laure Beth Nagle ’08
contributors
Jordan Carver ’08
Rochelle A. (Cameron ’08) 

Carver
Amy Courtney ’08
Staci D. Fjelland ’08
Lindsay N. hammrich ’08
Kassi e. harder ’08
michael J. martin ’08 and 

Dorothy martin
John p. A. Swanson ’08

Class oF 2009
contributors
Stephanie R. Bucklin ’09
Angela T. padilla ’09
mitchel W. Sellers ’09
Dana m. Yonker ’09

Class oF 2010
President’s club
Jason G. Luedtke ’10
contributors
Kyla A. D. (Wormley ’10) and 

Robert m. J. ’10 Knudson

Class oF 2011
President’s club
peter J. ’11 and Kris Kiernan
contributors
mary J. Brown ’11
John p. Jones ’11
hannah m. Klein ’11
emily m. Smith ’11
Nicole m. Wells ’11

Class oF 2012
contributors
meagan R. Belieu ’12
mackenzie K. Bourke ’12
Kaden C. Bronzynski ’12
Katharine F. Burnette ’12
Taylor R. Christensen ’12
Lindsey R. Cox ’12
Jacob D. Ferrell ’12
Safida hodzic ’12
Jonathan D. Kelly ’12
Linda m. marovets ’12
Kathleen m. (VanDrew ’12) 

and Dennis mason
Lester R. moffett ’12
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Spencer ’11 and Carrie e. 
Sponheim

Sonia R. (Smith ’12) and 
michael T. Stilwell

Taylar L. Swartz ’12
michael D. Tallman ’12
elizabeth J. Tillinghast ’12
Benjamin J. Van Walbeek ’12
Andrea D. (Crabb ’12) and 

Chris Vlahakis
Stephanie L. Voss ’12
Kevin V. Waldron ’12
Carla m. Woods ’12

CurreNt studeNts
contributors
Xavier N. Bartee 
Jennifer A. Bradwell
Caelin D. Clark
Conner D. Cole
Devante D. Conner
michael e. Cortez
Dillan T. Crawley
erin m. Dale
Sydney T. Davis
Graham A. Dawson
molly K. Derry
John W. evans-Turner
Justina m. Glick
Victor J. Gonzalez
heather L. Greer
Taylor R. hance
erica James
Deborah A. Jenkins
megan R. Jensen
mollie m. Kenne
Samantha J. Krones
mackenzie A. Larson
Dylan S. Leighter
Lance J. Lewis
Kyler F. Ludwig
Theresa macdonald
Taylor m. Nelson
Ali L. Oeser
Yaw A. Osei-Baffour 
Veronica L. payne
mickaela C. peterson
Johanna L. Rahbusch
megan m. Reynolds
Robert J. Rissman
Torre D. Robinson
Jordan A. Ross
Torie J. Rush
Rebecca R. Ruther
eric J. Schultz

Jared T. Scruggs
Shamus J. Shelley
Lacy N. Shives
Samuel B. Slack
Zachary R. Smit
Dalton Stites 
Allison N. Stuhr
Kathryn A. Victor
miranda K. Waechter
matthew J. Weeks
Alecia K. Werner
Darius R. White
Jacob A. Wilkinson
Randy A. Young

FrieNds
President’s club
All Iowa Construction Services
Ankeny Aesthetic Dentistry
Carol Bamford and John V. 

Florian
Bank of the West
Bankers Trust
Debbie and Terry Barger
Betty Bishop
Scott D. Bock and melanie 

Galloway
Bright Foundation
mervin Bro*
marcia h. and Thomas A. 

Brown
Bill and Kristi Burma
Gregory J. and Stephanie 

Burrows
C. Dean and Sandra Carlson
Roy J. Carver Charitable Trust
Castronovo Financial Group, 

Inc.
Central Iowa Race Corporation
Chemorse, Ltd.
Christian printers
mary C. and Don Coffin
Commonwealth electric 

Company
Confluence
Construction materials Testing
James and patty Cownie
Danish Brotherhood Lodge 

No. 15
Danish Interest Conference
Des moines Orthopaedic 

Surgeons pC
Robert S. and pam DeWaay
DmI Computer Technologies
Doors, Inc.

Joseph m. Dorgan Trust
Dwight L. and Janice W. 

DuBois
Kathryn and Steve Duffy
Dupont pioneer 
east Des moines Chamber of 

Commerce
east high School Alumni 

Foundation
A.e. easter Family Foundation
edward Jones
eFCO Corp
electrical engineering & 

equipment Co.
evangelical Lutheran Church 

in America
eyeowa Optical Company
Farmers mutual hail Insurance
Fitness Sports
michael G. and Barbara 

Gartner
John C. Gertenrich
Thomas and Rosemary Gibson
Grainger Industry
Graphic edge, Inc.
Larry Gregory
LeNore and Stewart hansen
Brett harman
Scott m. and molly harrison
hawkeye Truck equipment
heartland Finishes
Nickolas J. and Dee henderson
Kent L. and Carole henning
mark holland
John and Laura L. 

hollingsworth
holmes murphy & Associates
homesteaders Life Company
David and Barbara hurd
Iowa College Foundation
Iowa Des moines Supply, Inc.
Iowa Lutheran hospital 

Auxiliary
Iowa Real estate Commission
Iowa Scottish Rite masonic 

Foundation
Iowa State university
Iowa Western Community 

College
Richard O. Jacobson
Jason’s Lawn and Tree Care
erna C. Jensen
Johnson Construction
Chuck and Jaina Johnson
Alice Jordan*

Daniel J. and Ann L.  Krumm 
Charitable Trust

Timothy and Sarah Krumm
Jose m. and Shelley 

Laracuente
Robert e. Larson
Liberty Ready mix
James e. and pat Luhrs
Lutheran Community 

Foundation
marsden Building maintenance
patricia A. and patrick J. 

mcAdaragh
meredith Corporation
midAmerican energy
National Science Foundation
Carolyn Nehls
Anton Nielsen Trust
Northwestern mutual 

Foundation
James W. and Shelley Noyce
pACCAR Foundation
John and mary pappajohn
prairie meadows Racetrack & 

Casino
Jay B. and Tami prescott
principal Financial Group
The Rasmussen Foundation
The Rasmussen Group, Inc.
John p. and Cheryl Rigler
Richard morton* Root & Ruth 

Bailey* Root Charitable Trust
O.e. Ryen*
Denis and Sara Schaefer
paul and Claudia Schickler
erma J. Selser
Steven J. Sharp*
Shiffler Associates Architects, 

pLC
Gordon J. Smith
Snyder &  Associates
Sodexo Campus Services
B. Joan Sorensen
Robert m. Speed
St James Lutheran Church
State of Iowa Board of Regents
State of Iowa
Frances and Roger D. Stefani
The Stelter Company
Stew hansen Dodge City Jeep
mary elizabeth Stivers
ellen m. and Lawrence 

Strachota
elizabeth* and Joseph L.* 

Strasser

Subway
Dawn Taylor
Janet and William Thayer
Thrivent Financial For 

Lutherans
Trans Iowa Charters
Triplett  Companies
Tursi’s Latin King
uS Bank
uSA Volleyball
Venter Spooner, Inc.
Adam and Kariann Voigts
Walsh Door and hardware
Wells Fargo Community 

Support Campaign
Wells Fargo Foundation 

educational matching Gift 
program

Dianne m. and paul m. Werger
Tim T. and Darcy A. Wheeldon
Dennis A. and Robin T. White
martha A. Willits
James h. and Sandra Windsor
Woodman Controls Co.
Katharine m. and Ronald 

Yarnell
Werner e. and Ruby R.* 

Zarnikow
dean’s club
Adventure Lighting, Inc.
Craig Allison
Altoona Nursing and 

Rehabilitation Center
American Consolidation & 

Logistics
Aviva
Baker Group
Barron R. and Britt e. Bremner
Verlin and Glenn Breon
Doreen and peter Callewaert
Cameron - mitchell, Inc.
The Concrete Contracting 

Company
Denman & Company, LLp
elder Corporation
Keith A. erhard
Debra and Don Franzen
Deb and Kevin m. Gannon
GTG Architects pLLC
Nicholas J. and Susan C. 

honkamp
Theodore m. and Susan 

hutchison
marion hvistendahl
John Anton Lord Trust

the Johnson Wellness Center houses Grand View’s nursing 
and health promotion programs.  nursing majors work in 
simulated hospital settings.  the indoor track and fitness 

facilities are available to all Grand View students.
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John Deere Des moines Works
Logan Contractors Supply, Inc.
Jeff and Kimberly marchant
Kimberly martin
Joel and Dianne moore
Jana and Kyle morgan
Scott and Georgann morris
Troy A. and Amy plummer
elton p. and Anne S. Richards
Speak pR
Spielman Financial
Frank Stefani
Triple S Shires
Vision Financial Group
Waldinger Corporation
Wellmark/BlueCross BlueShield 

of Iowa
Zion Lutheran Church
nfs grundtvig society
Adventures in Advertising
marilyn Aldrich
Rachel S. Baron 
Boeing Company
Ashley m. and Jay D. Bollman
Cathy m. and Richard Brent
Christopher A. Cantor
Tina m. and Scott Carter
Garland K. and mona Carver
Lucas J. and Lindsay J. Casey
h. eugene and Delores 

Cedarholm
Center for Social ministry
Comiskey Glass & Glazing
Denmark Lodge No. 35 D.B.I.A
meredith A. and William K. 

easter
ep True Chiropractic Inc.
Randy eubank
Good and Quick, Co.
Greater Des moines Bowling 

Council
Jay Gurwell
habitat for humanity
Donald hessell
Cherie and marlin hill
Allen and Sara houchins
David L. howk
Infomax Office Systems, Inc.
Albert N. and elizabeth W. 

Kidd
Lucina m. Kimpel
Kreg Tool Company
Fred C. Langrock*
The elvin and eugenia Lerager 

Fund of the Lutheran 
Community Foundation

m & m Sales
Carol R. mathews
michael’s Lighting
midwest Basement Systems, 

Inc.
James m. and Kathy miller
Nick S. and Rachelle mitchell
Valeria C. Near
The Nicholson Agency
Nicholas W. Ohrtman
Our Saviour’s Lutheran Church
parking Lot Specialties, LLC
Allen R. and patricia J. 

petersen
David S. pullin
Chris and Deborah pullin-Van 

Auken
John and Amy Randolph
Randy Rolffs
Brandt B. Rost

Joel and Susan Rutz
Jared J. and heather m. 

Schmidt
Scott h. Seeley
Lawrence F. and marilyn e. 

Staples
Star equipment
Subway of pella
Tension envelope Corporation
Tesdell electric, Inc.
Triumph Investment LLC
Coralie Turner
Twin Oaks Design Build LLC
Charla Vanderslice
Carolyn m. and Kenneth J. 

Wassenaar
Dennis and marie Weeks
century club
Bridget and Frank Abalos
Accelerated health Systems 

LLC
Anderson erickson Dairy
michael and Liz Anderson
Ruth e. Anderson
paul R. and Sandy Axness
Bill Barnes
Thomas and Judy Beck
Becker electric LLC
Beverly and Dennis Belieu
Lucas A. Bennett
Bethlehem Lutheran Church
Bonita Bontrager
Gene J. and Rose m. Breitbach
Sharon L. Brindle
Joyce W. Brown
Robert D. and marlene S. 

Buckley
Arla A. Budd
michael L. and Diane Burk
Darby and Sandy Carlson
Craig and Jane Clark
Laurence e. and Sharon J. 

Clark
Gary and pamela Coffman
Terry and Valerie Coffman
maurice Davidson
Cicily Dennis
Lucien and hallie Dorsey
Dean Downs
Carroll eide
Terry L. empey
Linda espey
merlyn eubank
excel Wrestling
Karen A. and Stuart R. 

Fallgatter
Wendy Fedler
Brian and Donna Field
michael e. and Jean Foley
Ronald A. and Ada K. Garnero
Darrell J. Gass
Diane e. and Kevin R. Gass
martha B. and Roger J. Gass
Ronald h. Gass
Beth B. and Stephen B. Gaul
Charles and michelli Good
Jamelyn and Von Grant
Norene Green
Donn R. and Janet C. Grenda
Guy Farm machinery 

Company, Inc.
Berhane T. hailemichael
Joanne and Steve C. hand
Steve C. hand
Gloria J. handsaker
Kent hansen
James G. hanson
Lois J. and Wendell harms

hedrick Construction
Doug heisterkamp
Randy and paige henry
Joe hintzsche
Norma J. hooper
Scott houchins
Terry and Ardith houseman
James p. hulgan
Chuck and mary Ingle
Jodie L. Jackson
Joan h. Jehle
David Jenkins
Leroy m. and Nora D. Johnson
Belinor T. Jones
Kenneth S. and mary S. Jones
Therese m. Judge
Dave J. Kaisand
helen J. Kaupanger
Dennis e. and Ann Kaven
Roger and Susan Ketel
Key Cooperative
Vernon King
Knoxville Raceway
hermanetta Kvale
Carolyn L. Langley
Sheryl Leytham and Rod 

powell
Liz’s hair heaven
Ray e. Lounsberry
Deb and Scott Lower
Orville and edna Ludwig
Robert malloy
Tammie maloney
mike R. and Susan mann
Timothy J. marks
Katherine mcCorkle
margaret R. mcCullough
Rebecca and Stephen m. 

mcDonnell
molly K. and Walt mcDowell
mary and Tim mcLean
Kent C. and Regine mericle
Carolyn L. miller
Omar and Zahra mohammed
Jerry L. monner
Steven p. and eileen K. mueller
Sheri muller
Jean Darlene musselman
Dagmar T. muthamia
Brian K. and Natalie J. Near
paul J. and Susan S. Neely
Stacy Newgaard
Gregory m. and Sheila 

Nicholson
Steve and Sharon Nyquist
Roy park
Alan A. and melinda K. 

patterson
peerless Supply, Inc.
Clive D. and Linda A. peters
James L. and Janice A. peters
Todd and Sarah phillips
premier mechanical Services
Ronald and mary esther pullin
Douglas and Tammy pullin
Larry pump
Arthur e. puotinen
Joe pyle
LaVerne C. and Janice e. Quass
Ralph N. Smith, Inc.
Betsy Ransdell
Larry and Linda Reichle
Rierson Fitness LLC
mark and Jody Roble
Gary D. and Lucy Roland
Bernie and Kim Rost
Dixie L. and James e. 

Rottinghaus

helmut h. and Gisela Rubel
Donald and Audrey Rutz
Gregory and Laura Salazar
Wilma m. Sams
Clara e. and melvin V. 

Samuelson
Davis and Terri Sanders
Joseph Schaefer
RJ Schrock
Robert and mindy Schultz
See’s Grain
Dale and mary Sexton
Jim and Dorothy Siebrands
Aaron m. Smith
Jeff and Lori Smith
Neil C. Spitz
St mark Lutheran Church
Susan and Bryan J. Stearns
Loren Stecker
Jean A. and Ronald D. 

Steenhoek
Kimberly J. and Steven T. 

Stewart
Justin D. Stoffa
Reese Strickland
Terry C. and Joanie Stuart
Jennifer Tagorda
Richard Thimmesch
Ivan L. and Carol N. Thompson
mike J. and Nancy Thompson
Carrol C. Trewet
Katharina Tumpek-Kjellmark 

and Christopher Kjellmark
michael e. and Susan m. 

Turner
Roberta C. Varisco
marjorie and Robert Vernon
James S. and Rae Ann Vigen
hoang N. Vo
michael B. Weber
Brian and Sheila Wenck
eldon e. Werner
West Bank
David R. Wheeler
Alan C. and mary Jo Wilson
Bradley and Tracey Wilson
Wilton Wrestling Club
Rudy and Linda Wipperman
Andy Woodley
Alec I. Zama
Zion Lutheran Church
contributors
Richard D. and Sandra K. 

Abben
Accelerated physical Therapy
mike Ackerman
michael B. Adams
Denise m. Aerts-Stritch
peter Aguirre
edward J. Albright
Richard J. Albright
James e. and marlene Albus
Shelly A. Albus
helen Alexander
Abdalla A. Ali
Keith Allen
Connie m. and Noel V. Allen
Stephen G. Allen
Allplay
michael R. J. Anderson
Larry D. and peggy Anderson
Ryan m. Anderson
Susanne e. Anderson
Doris Andre
Scott C. and maria D. Andrews
Ankeny Community Theatre
Jane Ankrum
Andy and Rita Antolik

Dennis and Karen Antolik
Applebees Neighborhood Grill
patricia A. Appleby
eric A. and Teri L. Arbogast
Alan Archibold
Norman K. Armintrout
Sandra L. Armstrong
Janice m. and Jeffrey B. 

Arnold
Jeffrey S. and Juanita m. 

Ashton
Aspen Athletic Club
mary L. Austin
Judith Y. Azuma
Robert L. Baker
Karla Balbiani
Timothy Baldon
Gary Baldwin
Deborah Bambino
Daniel m. and Christine D. 

Bangasser
Lynn and Jane Bangasser
Vivian h. Barels
Donna J. Barger
Kathy J. and Kenneth J. 

Barloon
Benjamin C. Barnes
marilyn J. Barnes
Richard m. and Rhonda Barr
Susan Beard
Robert and Cheryl Beatty
Clayton D. and mary p. Beck
Karla Beck
David L. and pamela J. Beener
Befour
mary e. and Ronald K. Belcher
Steven R. Belieu
Donna Bell
Frank R. and Juanita B. 

Bellavia
Kevin p. and elizabeth h. 

Bennek
michael J. and Aimee Benner
Kimberlee Benson
Donald T. and Julie A. Berry
Bud and Lorrene Bice
Darrold and helen Bice
missy and Rod Bice
Anneliese and Steven C. 

Bischof
Blank Golf Course
Wyane and Roberta Blansett
Blue Flames Fuels
J. mark Blue
Bob Brown Chevrolet
Todd Bobbess
Boehne Farm Trucking, LLC
Tim and Dawn Boge
Scott e. Bohr
Bonefish
David R. Book
michael A. and Kathleen m. 

Bosco
Loren and Lori Bosma
Ann K. Boultinghouse
pauline e. Bourdon
peter L. Bowen
James L. Bowers
Richard F. Bowman
Janna L. and William A. Boyd
Barott Brady
Glenda G. and J. Dan Brady
Gary A. and Theresa J. Bratton
Bravo Cucina Italiana
James e. and Shirley R. 

Brenchley
Jean e. Brenchley
Anna Brenneman



Terrell and Sebrina Clark
Violet m. Clymer
edwin Cochran
Jerry and melinda Collins
Ronald e. and Connie Colvin
Barbara A. and John p. Colwell
Donald F. and Tracy L. 

Connealy
mary L. Conner
Lisa and michael J. Conway
marcy Cook
William m. and Amy m. 

Copeland
Cosi Cucina Italian Grill
Robert D. and Julie A. Cotton
Brittany Cottrill
Richard e. and Catherine J. 

Coulter
Nancy D. Couper
Jeffrey and Laurie Courtright
Carolyn J. Cox
Ahsley m. Coyle
Rodney S. Craig
Verna B. Craighead
phil m. and michelle Creese
Chad and Ashela Cronbaugh
Craig W. Cross
Tammy Cumings
Curtis Cunningham
Guy e. Cunningham
Cathy R. Current
Betty J. Curtis
Leonard e. and Anabelle 

Dalberg
Stephen G. and Gina J. 

Danielak
Jody Davis
Denise and Keith Davis
Kevin and Kelly Dawson
Dale and mary Beth Day
Renetta N. Day
Rodney Day
edward G. and Barbara J.  

De Jong
Frances A. De Jong
Grant and Kate Dean
Joel D. and Jordan Decker
Clara DeCoster
Defense Soap
Joe DeGroote
Julie and michael Delaney
Robert Denner
George L. and Sandra L. 

Denton
Linda Denton

Rick and mary Lou Denton
Todd and Amy Derifield
Lisa S. and Ted C. Derry
Richard K. Deuhn
Dickinson mackaman Tyler & 

hagen pC
Angela Dickinson
Tiara Diggs
Susan Dinsmore
Spencer and Debbie Dolash
Gale and maxine Dolch
mark Dolch
Rebecca and Vincent Dolch
Lynette R. Dolder
James C. and Joy C. Doll
Dollamur Sports Surfaces
Chris Donahue
Rick e. Doran
Denise L. and Donald D. 

Downing
Drake Garage
Denny and marsha Drake
Todd S. and Debra A. Drake
John S. Duffy
Jeff Dunbar
Catherine L. Dunning
William e. Durow
Ray and Anne Dutton
Al and mary Dzubak
Anita early
B. Charles and melodie easter
Scott D. easter
Jeff and Cindy eben
Arnold and Nellie m. eblen
mark and peggy eblen
Diane and mikel eckhardt
eden prairie Baseball 

Association
michael L. eden
Bonnie and Kevin ehlers
Deborah A. and Kenneth J. 

ehlers
Gerald and ellen eide
Glen and Jan ekeler
Loretta and Rex e. ekwall
mohammed A. el-Geberti
Lori J. ellingson
Scott L. and Tracy L. ellingson
Guy and mary Beth elliott
hugh and Janice elrod
emert and Kelly emert
Gary W. and Nancy T. emmert
Garry D. empey
Loudene empey
Sheryl empey

Larry L. and Sharon R. enabnit
marguerite F. erickson
Jason T. and Sarah J. ernst
Judith and michael erwin
Jacqueline A. evans
Kim L. and Suzanne e. evans
eyecare Center of St James
James m. and Terese G. Fabian
Cameron J. Fagen
David and mary Fagen
Fairmont Orthopedics & Sports 

medicine
Randy and Susan K. Falkner
Farner-Bocken Company
David p. Farrell
Charles e. and Barbara K. 

Fausch
Robert and marilyn N. Fausch
Angela Fee
Dale and mary Feilmeier
Violet Findley
Karla Fisher
Richard C. and Nancy J. Fisher
Darlene Flack
Gene Flynn
Flynn-Wright, Inc.
michael R. Fondell
FootJoy Shoes
Justin Forbes
Robert J. Ford
Lisa Formaro
James R. Forsythe
Jerry Foss
Russell L. Fowler
Cathy and Norman Franker
Darvie and Lee Ann Frazier
pat Freeland
Fridley Theaters
Fuddruckers
Linda C. and Richard L. Fuller
Funny Bone Comedy Club
Tim and Becky Gaddie
Benjamin Gander
Christopher J. Gander
Ron and Jo Ann Gander
Florence e. and James B. 

Garland
Jordan A. Garrow
mark and Danya Garrow
Kenneth D. Geisler
Tim and Tonya Gerber
Amy Getty and edward Allen
Kathryn Ghent
Dave and Diane Gibbs
Kirk and Joy Gibson

Gary e. and mary L. Giesler
Courtney N. Gifford
mildred Gilbert
Darcy J. Gill
Bernard J. and Norma J. Gisolf
Glidden Grocery
Godfather’s
David m. Goff
edward and Cindy Golay
Austin Good
Rick Good
Robert L. Good
Royce Good
Randy and Jean Graff
Nancy Granado
Joseph e. and Jane A. Greiner
Alan Gridley
Jacki and Joel Grier
Jill Griffin
peter Grochala
Amy e. and Dennis Groom
William C. and Kristie A. Gross
Jeff and Lisa Grossnickle
Charlotte Grube
Rudy and Dinovah Guillen
Steve C. and Roxanne 

Gunderson
Lori A. Gustafson
Gary L. and Sarah C. Gwaltney
Beverly F. hadsall
Garth and Shirley haer
pat hageman
Rodney and Faye halbur
James m. and Gwen J. hall
Thomas R. and Tootie hall
Bridget hallman
Luann and Jack halter
Bradley J. hamilton
James C. and Kay m. hamilton
Larry S. hamilton
Larry D. hansen
Jill G. and mark e. hansen
marlan D. and Deborah J. 

hansen
Bert C. hanson
George L. and Janet L. hanusa
Tim hardt
Larry and Krista hartman
Jon A. hauschildt
ellie hawkins
Richard e. hayes
Carl L. and mary e. hays
Doran and Jane haywood
marlene hebb
Julia K. heck
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Laurie A. Breton
Briarwood Golf Course
Keith and Adrienne Britson
Scot T. and Kathy A. Brockner
Brooks National Golf Club
ellen B. Brown
molly Brown
Sally Bublitz
Buffalo Wild Wings
myrene Bunge
Kevin p. and Sheryl L. Burch
Barbara Burn
James A. and Barbara J. 

Burrack
Catherine A. and Robert D. 

Burrows
Christie and Cory Busch
matthew and Amelia Buskohl
Cafe ebenezer’s
Benjamin m. Callahan
mary e. Campos
Carlos O’Kelly’s mexican 

Restaurant
peter K. Carlson
Bob and melanie Carmichael
David and Tami Carroll
Kristi A. Casey
mary B. Cason
Stephen Cason
Brinda and mark Cassidy
April Castanos
Central Iowa Orthodontics
Douglas A. and Annette m. 

Chalupa
Jody A. Chalupa
William and Coleen p. 

Chapman
Gina Charles
Chase Suite hotel
Cheesecake Factory
Robert J. Chevalier
patricia A. Christen
John W. and Jean A. 

Christensen
Dennis Christians
Raymond A. Christianson
Richard O. Christianson
David and Tami Christie
pamela Christoffers 
CiCi’s
City of Des moines Golf 

Course
Dena m. Clark
michael D. and melinda K. 

Clark

the Johnson Wellness Center hosts many campus 
events.  prospective students attend events including 

scholarship Days.  as new students, they attend 
registrations, and move-in orientations in the facility.  
honors Convocation caps off the end of the year and 

celebrates students’ academic achievements.
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David and Kathie hekter
Darren and Nicole helm
Kadeem O. hendon
peggy henn
Angela and Rory henry
Jane and Russell henry
Shirley G. henry
heritage mechanical, Inc.
Jim hicks
eva K. higgins
Richard e. and Robin K. hilding
Kathleen m. hoegh
mae C. hoffa
Dennis and Joellyn hokel
holiday Inn
David L. and Jamie L. holland
marv and Norma holland
Brad and Dyan holterhaus
hometown Agents Insurance
Timothy G. and Vicki L. hood
William and Cindy hopkins
Scott R. horwath
Tom and Denise hostetter
michael R. hotovec
Ronald J. and Dottie hotovec
John p. and Jolene m. howard
Stephen B. hucke
Linda hull
David hutton
hy-Vee Food & Drug
Nuredin Ibrahim
Lowell m. and pamela S. Iburg
Ross m. Iddings
Jeffrey Ihrke
Image Woodworking
Indiana Avenue pentecostal 

Church of God
Iowa Barnstormers
Iowa Cubs – Greater  

Des moines Baseball 
Company

Iowa energy
Iowa School of Beauty
Iowa Softball Club
Iowa Speedway
Gerald W. and myra L. Jackson
mark A. Jackson
Shawna h. Jackson
Deborah K. and Greg Jacobs
Ramona R. Jacobs
Scott D. and Francesca C. Jaffe
Catharine m. James
Amy e. Jech
Lynton Jeffrey
erin N. Jehle
Kelly and Scott Jehle
paul Jenkins
Dennis R. and peggy A. Jenn
Andy Jepson
Jethros
Johnny’s hall of Fame
Lorna and marvin Johns
Alice m. Johnson
Bradley and Kari Johnson
Charles R. Johnson
Christopher C. and Amy J. 

Johnson
ellsworth and Julie Johnson
Faye m. Johnson
James L. and Joanne m. 

Johnson
Joel e. and Lisa J. Johnson
June Johnson
Leroy and Carol Johnson
mark T. and Cindy S. Johnson
mary Jo Johnson
Richard C. Johnson
Roberta K. Johnson

Wilma Johnson
Stephen A. and Suzanne 

Johnston
David and Rhonda Jones
edward e. and Susan m. Jones
mary S. Jones
Curt and Lisa A. Joseph
Jason D. and Jill m. Juarez
mark Judge
K and B Tire, Ltd
Rebecca Kalin
Jeffrey Kampen
Timothy D. Kapsch
Chris C. and Kimberly D. 

Kateley
Sallie Kaupanger
Dennis C. and Sally Kaus
Lynda Kauzlarich
Bertha R. Keister
Scot L. Keister
Kimberly K. and Lou Kelleher
Gail L. Kellerman
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Donald e. and Susan Kessler
matt and Jill Kiger
Betty King
Randall L. and Sarah R. 

Kingery
Cheryl R. Kingland
Linda K. Kizer
Karen e. Klein
David and Janice Klingenberg
erica and Chad Kluver
patrick J. Knight
Greg and Leslie Knudson
Alan J. and martha Kolar
Gregory A. and Deanna L. 

Kolar
Ben C. and Jennifer J. 

Krambeck
matthew C. and Amy e. 

Krambeck
Richard e. and elaine A. 

Krambeck
David Krause
John A. and elizabeth J. 

Krause
James e. Krist
Beth S. and John R. Krogh
mary J. Kron
marlon and Terry S. Kronick
patricia Krueger
Lorelei K. Kudo
Carol J. Kuehl
eldon Kueker
Kent J. Kuhrt
Kum & Go
Charles F. and Joan L. Kuntz
Robert J. Kutcher
La Vida Loca Winery
Craig J. Ladwig
Les and Carolyn Lande
Kathy Langenberg
michael A. and Leigh Ann 

Langendorf
Ron and Amy Larrington
Dianne Larson
Kristin J. Larson
Dan Lastovka
Troy and Sue LaZella
hue T. Le
John V. and Cynthia A. Leaf
Frank F. and mee Jane Lee
Neil A. and Rhonda L. Leighter
Gale e. Lemburg
Louis L. Lemke
Belinda D. Lenzini
Charles D. Letze

Jeff and Jess Lillie
Bonnie A. Lindenmayer
F. James Lindenmayer
Dennis R. and Susan L. Linder
matt Litchfield
Gary A. Lohmann
Cathy L. Long
Bob and helen T. Long
Jennifer Long
Trip and Nicole Long
Jeff Longnecker
Jeff and Twila Longnecker
marlene I. Lowman
Gary D. Ludwig
michael F. and K’Lynn Ludwig
Dorian R. Luster
Barbara J. Lutz
m & D painting
Stanley machovec
mahaska Bottling Company
Gary L. and Barbara J. 

marchant
David m. and Suzanne R. 

marion
marriott West Des moines
mars Cafe
Susan C. marsenic
Jane R. martens
Sally J. martens-Belas
martin Construction
Ivan e. and Ruth m. martin
Joseph A. martincic
milton and paula martinez
Susan G. martino
Cheryl A. martins
Delores A. martinson
Jane martz
Scott R. and Christina L. marx
James and Teresa matheny
Valerie mattison
Donald e. and Gail maurer
James A. maw
Ajak D. mayen
mcArdle Grading Company
Robert L. mcArdle
Linda L. mcChane
Dean and Tracy L. mcCormick
Karen m. mcCormick
marguerite mcCrary
peggy mcCrea
Cyrus B. and Jean mcDonald
elizabeth S. mcGrory
Christopher R. mcKeon
patrick and Linda mcmahon
Lynda S. mcNutty
marcia mcpherren
Cynthia and Gary meggison
Delores m. and Lowell meier
pamela S. meier
Todd meyer
Thomas micke
Amanda A. mickelsen
John A. and Deborrah J. 

mickelson
middendorff Well Co Inc
midwest premiere Sales 

Corporation
David and Laurie mihalik
Alecia miller
Bernard J. miller
Francis J. and eileen miller
James e. and michelle K. miller
Julie miller
Layton miller
Lori A. miller
merrill L. miller
mimi’s Cafe
Charles D. and Diane miranda

miss Kitty’s
Amy mitchell
Richard C. mitchell
Judith K. mitzelfelt
David and Sherry moehlis
Thomas and Barbara monahan
John F. monroe
Barbara A. moore
Joel S. and meghan m. moore
Leonard W. and Donna L. 

moore
Bill morgan
David morris
Sabrina morrison
John J. morrissey
Anna m. mould
Amanda mroch
Jeff and Susan muench
muhlenberg College
Barry and Valaree muhlenburg
mary A. munson
marlys and Steve munson
Cheryl A. and patrick A. 

murphy
Kelly J. and Sherri S. murphy
Carol A. murray
James m. murray
Jason R. muselman
Jean and Robert W. myers
Tim and Jacque myers
Ken Near
Corinda K. Nelson
elaine Nelson
Jeff Nelson
Robert L. Nelson
David Neubauer
Leo L. and patricia L. Neubauer
Delores A. and edward J. 

Nicholson
Niece Trucking, Inc.
Kelly and Luanne Nieuwenhuis
Stephen D. and Christine m. 

Nims
Jerry W. and mary Nixon
eolo R. Nizzi
Noah’s Ark Ristorante
Jennifer Nolin
Norwalk Community School 

District
Robert O. Nystrom
Tyler J. and Karol L. O’Brien
Tricia m. Oian
ellen m. O’Keefe
Dean Olsen
Trenton and Katie Olson
Richard L. and Beverly R. 

Ormston
William R. and Cynthia m. 

Ormston
Vincent J. Ortiz
Otter Creek Golf Course
Jim Overturf
Ronald K. and Donna m. 

Owen
Kristine D. and Neil Owens
Kyle and pam Owens
p.F. Chang’s
panera Bread Bakery Cafe
parker Signs & Graphics, Inc.
patrick Sheets Seed Company
Claire R. patterson
patty paulson
pedersen Financial LLC
Jim and Vicky pedersen
Dan and Connie pederson
myrtle m. peitz
Nicholas pennella

penske Truck Leasing 
Company, L.p.

michele S. perdue
Betty J. person
Dion and Joan peters
Ralph and Dorothy peters
Doug and Cindy petersen
harold e. and Charlene R. 

petersen
Lois petersen
patrick and Nicole petersen
Daniel and Jana m. peterson
Dennis m. and Gerri peterson
harry D. peterson
J L peterson
Jeff peterson
Seth peterson
Andrew p. phillips
James C. phillips
perry A. phillips
Stephen T. phillips
Alvin h. pinke
Jerry R. pirtle
play Ball Right LLC
pleasant hill Firestone
David L. poe
Kent and Stephanie 

pottebaum
Robert and Rose mary 

pottebaum
holly S. pratt
Teri L. pratt
Jonathan and Linda preece
Shirley A. price
William L. and Rebecca J. price
Carmen and Kurt R. putzier
Racine Optical Co
David and Karla Ramberg
Jeff Ramberg
Roland e. and mavis Ramberg
Ronald and Lisa Ramberg
michael A. and Janice L. 

Ramsey
Allison Randolph
Jeanne D. Rankine
Donna J. and John R. Ransdell
David and Liz Rasmusson
Jill Rasmusson
madeline Raynor
Tina Rees
Kathy Reeter
Wendell L. Rehnblom
Steven A. and Roberta S. 

Reimers
Renaissance Savery hotel
Arva and harlan Reuscher
Leonard S. Richards
Allen m. Richart
James e. Ricketts
Todd A. and Danielle Ricketts
Janice L. Ried
Bonnie L. Risius
Jean D. Rissman
Bryan A. and Wanda S. 

Rittgers
Ritual Cafe
Carl and Darlene Ritz
Loretta m. and patrick J. 

Roan Jr.
margaret and Richard Roberts
Susie Roberts
Terry G. Roberts
Virginia A. Roberts
Anthony and Artesia Robinson
Roy A. and Charlotte A. Roble
Bradley L. Roenfeld
Kevin and Rebecca Rogers
John and Carol Roland
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Christy A. and Roger Roland
Ann Rosenbaum
Tamara L. Rosenberg
Andy and eva Ross
Craig and Cherilyn Ross
Ann Rossato
Carl and Judy L. Rossato
John e. Rossato
Calvin and Connie Rottink
Brandon and Karla J. Ruffridge
Randy and Cindy Running
Barry S. Runyon
Russell Livestock market, LLC
Joe and Kerry Ruth
Sydney K. Sakamoto
Scott A. and Jacki L. Salz
paul p. Samanant
Doug and Diana Sampson
Ronald G. Scheirer
heidi Scherf
Karee and Rick Scherff
Jerry h. and marlys D. 

Schiermeister
Jason A. and Kathy J. Schipper
Roland and Barbie Schmidt
Schneider electric North 

America Foundation
Larry and Virginia Schneider
Jean and John Schneiders
Sarah C. Schreck
Diana K. Schreiber
Joel m. and Vicki L. Schreiner
Jake e. Schroeder
Lores D. Schultz
Scornovacca’s
James e. and Kay J. Scott
Jodi K. and Stuart Scott
Tamara Segal
Randall e. Seibert
Virginia Settle
Jessica m. Shaeffer
David B. and malinda Shafman
Susan m. Sheeler
Brian and Amy Shimon
Darwin p. and Carol B. Shimon
George A. and Kathy Shimon
marlene Shropshire
Glenn and Laurie Sieve
William p. Siglin
Ann Simril
Sleepy hollow Sports park
Smith promotional 

Advertising, Inc.
Jean Ann Smith
Deb and Ron Smith
Todd S. Smrekar
michael L. and Laurie V. Snell
marv L. Sorensen
mary and Charles Spitler
Karen J. Spivey
Splash Seafood
Sports Authority
Candace C. (Cook) and Ron 

Stanley
Shyrlee W. Stanley
Liz Stansbury
Jon and Kathy Stapes
Kurt Steiert
Curtis K. and Kristine L. 

Steinmetz
Dwight D. and Shari Stelling
maxine A. Stern
Don W. and Grace e. Steur
melvin F. Stevens
Timothy and Carol Stevens
James R. Stewart
Brian and Cindi Stickel
Rejane Stienstra
Rodney and Kristal Stites
Ralph and Dee Stocker
Ventsislav m. Stoimirov
Cathi Stout

Chris J. and Tamara S. Strait
Craig L. and Rosemary e. 

Stratton
Douglas D. Streicher
Raymond m. and Virginia m. 

Striegel
Jack Strode
Robert m. and Jane e. 

Sturgeon
Leon W. and Shirley m. Suby
The Suites of 800 Locust
Summit Group
Sunflower Wrestling, Inc.
Amy Surma
Scott F. and Kirsten L. Suyak
Bradley Swanson
Jodi Swanson
John Swanson
marilyn Swenson
Dan Swift
Darla and Gerald Swim
hermann O. and Sonja e. 

Szonn
Taco house
Gregg S. Tallman
Talons of Tuscany
holly R. Taylor
Team Chiropractic and 

Rehabilitation, Inc.
Diane S. Tenhoff
Daniel e. Tetrick
Diane and Dirk Thierer
evan A. Thomas and Liz Teufel
matthew p. and patricia A. 

Thomas
Barry m. Thompson
Jane G. Thompson
Robert Thompson
Sharmyn L. Thompson
Vera Thompson
Debra K. Tiefenthaler
Scott and Tammie Tillman
Betty J. Tingwald
and Steve Tjaden
TNT Landscaping Company
LaVonne Toelke
mary K. Townsend
Sharon Townsend
Bruce T. and Susan e. Travis
michael J. and Lisa L. Trewet
Kurt and Cynthia Trucksess
mark Tucker
Stuart R. and Sharon A. Twist
united Way
Valley West Inn
Robert L. and Diane L.  

Van Gundy
Russell p. and Donna L. 

Vanderslice
Frank e. and April m. Vaughan
Leslie and patricia Veldhuizen
Village Bean
Alfredo and Cassandra Villamil
mark D. and Ronna L. Vinge
Bryan and Karla Voss
Ronald B. and Debra L. Voss
Colleen e. and Jason Wachter
John D. and Shari K. Wagner
Jeffrey m. and Renae h. 

Wahrman
henry J. and Sophie C. Wajda
Steve and Julie Walker
Lundy Wallace
elaine F. Warren
Jon J. and Jennifer J. Waters
pat and Joan Waters
David L. and Lois Wathen
Bernhard K. m. and Inge R. 

Weber
Cindy and David Weeks
Katherene m. and Lyle e. 

Weeks

Jeffrey R. Weible
Diane L. Welch
Brennan Wells
Lucas R. Wells
Donald Wenck
michael and Sheila Wenger
Dennis Wermersen
Kevin W. Wessel
John G. and Kim p. Wetschka
maxine Whatley
Christopher and Julie White
Ryan Whitehead
Kathryn Whitman
Jane Wiegele
Dennis and Lori Williams
Gerda J. Willis
Laurie J. Windish
Donald R. Wirtanen
Wittenbeck memorial 

Company
melissa Wolbers
mary J. Wolf
Colton Q. Wolinski
marvin R. and mary e. Wood
Steven J. Wood
Faye e. Wookey
Jerome A. and Laurie S. Wright
Wyant Flooring, Inc.
Joyce e. Yates
Randy L. York
Kenneth B. Young
matthew m. Young
max D. and Rhonda K. Zarr
Christy Zerley

Heritage soCiety
ellen K. Andersen ’45
David e. and Karen T. 

Anderson
evelyn R. Beckman*
Signe T. (Nielsen ’49) Betsinger
Dean R. and mildred* Betts
Dagmar p. (Rodholm ’31) 

Blankenfeld*
Steven F. ’69 and Nancy 

(Lavender ’78) Bobenhouse
Lloyd R.* and Ada* Bock
mervin Bro*
John C. ’66 and Colleen 

Burgeson
Bill and Kristi Burma
John e.* ’56 and Joan F. 

(Whitaker ’56) Carlson
Virgil e. ’48 and Boots (Rix ’46) 

Christensen
John e. ’57 and Joan R. Cisna
Aage R.* ’52 and Geraldine* 

Clausen
hans J. Clausen ’58
Vivian Cline*
monroe J.* ’63 and Frances V. 

Colston
michelle D. Cook ’95
eric T. ’75 and Kathy Crowell
Gregory A. and Carmen m. 

(Beeman ’69) Crump
Douglas J. ’80 and Kristin 

Detrick
Robert and pam DeWaay
Lee and Diane (Gill ’76) 

Doidge
William L. Duncan* ’62 
David m. esbeck* ’59 
pearl B. Frease*
C. Fredrick ’68 and Gerry ’94 

Fuller
D. Diane Fuller
mr. and mrs. Robert F. Galligan
margaret L. Gee* ’48 
Donald e. ’85 and Susan m. 

German

John C. Gertenrich
harry W.* and Thyra* 

Gjelsteen
Kristen L. (Legg ’94) and Jim 

Gray
Solveig e. (petersen* ’61) and 

Larry Gregory
ethel C. Grote*
Carl C. ’55 and Jane A.* 

hansen
edward* ’21 and Rosa* 

hansen
Kent L. and Carole henning
Bruce C. hoiberg* ’61
David G. holmgren ’73
J. Robert and Joyce* hudson
Alice C. (Olsen ’47) humphrey
Joy m. Ibsen ’60 and Don 

Lenef
Allan D. ’48 and Blanche 

(Christensen ’47) Jacobsen
Curtis Dale Jacobsen ’54
Ruth e. Jacobsen ’49
William C. Jacobson ’61
erna C. Jensen
harry C.* ’40 and ellen T. 

(Andersen* ’41) Jensen
Roland L. Jensen* ’46 and  

B. Joan Sorensen
Delores (holmgaard ’40) and 

Ronald p.* ’41 Jespersen
marvin p. ’47 and helen 

(Nielsen* ’43) Jessen
Richard N. ’57 and Glenda 

(pickett ’57) Jessen
Chuck and Jaina Johnson
Arnold A.* and Dorothy 

(Grunander* ’40) Johnson
Alice Jordan*
peggy A. (Corley ’94) Kacer
Douglas W. and Louise F. 

Kachel
Jeanette Kawaguchi
Rev. “Gus”* ’49 and eunice J. 

(hermansen* ’50) Knudsen
Luanne J. Knudsen ’86
Sonja Knudsen ’57
Richard G. ’53 and marilyn O. 

(hansen ’54) Kramme
Kathrine G. Kuhlman* ’27
Terry W. ’69 and Beverly J. 

Lantz
Lavern ’53 and marilyn A. 

(Nissen ’55) Larkowski
Robert W.* and Dorothy* 

Larson
Robert e. and C. Ann* Larson
Rev. Raynold  J.* and ena e.* 

Lingwall
James e. and pat Luhrs
Ronald p. ’57 and melvie 

maigaard
Daniel F. ’56 and Jean B. 

martensen
margaret R. mcCullough
Ferol S. menzel
Daniel p. ’60 and Alice V. 

(Olsen ’60) mikel
A. Jane molden*
Leland e. ’59 and Virginia 

molgaard
harry e.* ’42 and Dorothy J. 

(petersen ’43) mortensen
Dennis and Gail muehling
mary may mullins*
Judy e. (Dart ’62) murrow and 

paul Rieman
h. michael* and Carolyn Nehls
Rev. Carl O. Nelson
Charles and Solveig C. Nelson
Robert L. Neswold ’67
Ivan e*. ’40 and Irene* Nielsen

Rev. Ove R. Nielsen* ’42
Ruth herman Nielsen*
W. Clayton ’42 and Virginia 

(Jensen* ’42) Nielsen
paul I.* ’51 and Agnes 

(Ravenholt ’51) Nussle
paul C. Oksnee ’71
Byron ’54 and Alis  

(mortensen ’56) Olsen
Rev. harold e. ’45 and 

Charlene R. Olsen
Chris A. ’93 and Rachel L. 

(Willems ’92) Onsrud
Leila m. (Lauritzen ’43) 

patchett
esther u. (Johansen ’47) 

paulsen
harlan h. ’48 and Anne m. 

(Jensen ’50) pedersen
Rolf V. pedersen* ’40
Ardis (Nielsen ’32) petersen*
evelyn m. (Frost ’48) petersen
Janice pohl In memory of  

enok* & Nanna* mortensen
Barbara G. price ’86
LaVerne C. and Janice e. Quass
Anna Ingeborg Raae*
Albert V. Ravenholt* ’39 
michelle W. (Wilkinson ’89) 

Reynolds
Clayton L. and helen 

Ringgenberg
Kenneth R. Rolf*
Richard m.* and Ruth* Root
esther m. (Jensen ’46) 

Rossman
Brian W. Samuelson ’92
michelle K.  

Wimmer-Sanders ’87
heather m. and Jared J. 

Schmidt
priscilla Ruth (Rossman ’77) 

Schwartz
Dana A. (White ’74) Shaeffer
miriam R. (Rodholm ’38) 

Showalter
Diana J. (Jacobs ’87) and philip 

O. Sickles
Jennifer S. Simpson
Richard m. ’57 and Karen R. 

(Sorensen ’57) Simpson
David L. ’51 and Arlene F. ’71 

Sisam
Casey m. Smith ’04
Rev. Gordon V.* and Florence 

K. Smith
Gordon J. and Karen J.* Smith
The Rev. Donald Sondrol
Robert h.* ’40 and harriet N. 

(Kruse ’40) Sorensen
Richard F. Sorensen ’61
Robert h. Sorensen* ’40
Robert m. Speed
Benedict Stockholm* ’33
halvor h. Strandskov ’56
elizabeth* and Joseph L.* 

Strasser
margaret B. Swanson*
margaret Syring*
Ronald L. Taylor
Richard N. Thomsen
edith m. Timmons*
Gary T. ’61 and patsy A.  

Vande Venter
James C. ’51 and Joann 

Walters
Steven D. ’82 and mary T. 

Williams
Wilber J.* and Cleo (Gould*) 

Williamson
Werner e. and Ruby R.* 

Zarnikow



CaN you Name tHe CamPus 
loCatioN oF tHe image below?
Submit your answers on our website at www.grandview.edu 

> Alumni > GV publications > GV magazine Online and enter 

for a chance to win a Grand View prize.  Winner and location 

will be announced in the next issue of GV magazine.VIewname that

Congratulations to Todd Adamson ’87, 

who won the summer 2012 Name That 

View photo challenge.  The image 

depicted one of the peaks on the 

Humphrey Center, which was built 

in 1896 and is on the national list of 

historic sites.
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note to Parents: if this issue of Gv Magazine is addressed 
to your son or daughter who no longer lives at your address, 
please provide a change of address to Grand view. 
Contact the alumni office by mail, email or phone.

how to order a grand View custom ring:
• order online at www.anulas.com/college.

• design your Grand view ring using design options available.

• receive free shipping by entering id/ProMo code Grvwun.

introductory Promotion: an additional $20 off per ring good through december 30, 

2012, by entering Promo Code 0013:999:12:ind during the order process.

Order your Grand View class ring today!

ring prices start at only $129.95

Lifetime warranty

design your ring online using a selection of design options and Grand view logos.

receive your ring in about two weeks from ordering.

to see samples of the rings: visit the Grand view university Bookstore or  

online at www.grandview.edu > bookstore.

for more information, call the grand View Bookstore at 515-263-6136.


